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The Urgency of
Opportunity

An address by Robert M. Trueblood on the occasion
of his installation as president of the American
Institute of CPAs
September 20,1965

In accepting the responsibility given to me this morning, I am deeply conscious of the Institute's tradition of
service, and of the heritage it has created.
Notable in this heritage are the many contributions of
the Institute's past officers. It is their quality of spirit
which has made our great profession what it is today.
Conspicuous also are the contributions of some 1,200
of our members who work each year on committees and
boards. These committee members serve at no small sacrifice, with little regard for personal recognition—and with
considerable indulgence on the part of their firms and
their families.
No other professional association can match the degree
of participation which is made by our members. It is
this voluntary service, it is this deep personal commitment
that give our profession and our Institute their vigor and
their vitality.
*
*
*
We are living in a challenging time. And if this observation seems commonplace, it is because it expresses
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simple sober fact. Society today is frequently hard-pressed
to adjust to the forces of change and to the demands and
opportunities of a somewhat uncertain future. In almost
every sphere of activity, one feels the urgency for considered, but rapid, evolution.
Social maladjustment and ferment are reflected daily
in newspaper headlines. These day-by-day reports of
trouble and unrest remind us how far we are from our
ultimately desired social and moral goals.
In the world of economics, we stand at the threshold
of a new age — one which is predominantly characterized
by the emergence of automation and the computer. These
new technologies have already affected the needs and
attitudes of industry and Government. Even the role of
man himself is being challenged by the impact of automation.
But, most importantly, these changes in our social and
economic environments are inter-active. Technological
advancement typically induces social change. AccordTHE
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ingly, on the one hand, we are achieving as a nation
greater opportunities for more people, higher standards
of living, and a more abundant dynamic economy. But
at the same time, we are experiencing civil disturbances,
conditions of extreme poverty, and some portion of our
younger people seem almost alienated from prevailing
norms and values.
Relating these inter-acting social phenomena to a profession, where will CPAs emerge? Technological change
must certainly induce professional change. But hopefully,
as a profession, we are sufficiently strong, vital, and creative to adjust to the evolution which is even now taking
place.

*

*

*

Recognizing the pervasiveness and urgency of change
throughout our society, Jack Carey has made an invaluable contribution to our profession in his recent book,
"The CPA Plans for the Future." This effort represents
a comprehensive self-appraisal, a kind of self-appraisal
which is of itself unique amongst the professions.
Mr. Carey's book is, and was intended to be, only a
blueprint. Nonetheless, it does very plainly tell us one
thing. And that is this: Our society must have intelligent
leadership in all fields where progress is desired — and
there can be no doubt that our profession can contribute
to providing such leadership even more fully than it now
does. O u r discipline and training, our tradition of independence, our objectivity and our integrity — not only
equip us for this service •— but impose upon us a moral
obligation not to turn our backs on the responsibility for
service.
Today, I cannot and I do not want to elaborate upon
the broader issues of our times. Rather, I want to discuss
two or three of their highly significant implications for
our profession.
One of our continuing efforts must certainly be directed
towards accounting principles and the question of comparability in financial results. I personally regard the
development of wider areas of agreement, and more
effective communication with respect to such agreements,
as a matter of highest priority. This is an issue which
touches closely upon the interests of a growing and an
increasingly sophisticated investing public.
We cannot reasonably expect to achieve total agreement overnight on the complex issues of accounting principles and practice. But we must communicate effectively those steps toward agreement which we have taken,
and which will continue to be taken.
Since controversy always makes news, we must ourselves make certain that compensating positive impresDECEMBER,
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sions of progress are equally well noted in the press and
elsewhere. In this job of communication, Thomas Flynn
has turned in a remarkable personal performance during
the past year, for which he deserves particular commendation.
The recent action of Council on disclosure procedures
constitutes another important step in this field, one for
which we owe a great debt to Jack Seidman. And we
should publicly encourage the current efforts of the
Accounting Principles Board which, under the leadership
of Clifford Heimbucher, is moving ahead with deliberate
speed, with forthrightness, and in harmony.

*

*

*

Quite apart from its many specific programs, the Institute has a basic and over-riding responsibility to unite
the accounting profession as it is represented by all the
CPAs in the United States.
As our membership grows larger — and it is now
almost 54,000 — the processes of decision-making in our
professional associations tend to become somewhat slower,
and perhaps more cumbersome. The seemingly simple
task of internal communication takes on ever larger
proportions.
Our membership includes all sorts of individuals and
firms: super-specialists, broad generalists, local practitioners, international firms. On any specific issue the
immediate interests of these groups may appear to be
divergent. But in the long run, the rational and enlightened self-interest of each of the groups must converge
on common goals.
And, reflecting upon our diversity, I'm reminded that
I recently read, in a somewhat different context, "There
is a finer unity in the richness of a patchwork quilt than
there is in one (of) monotonous dull gray. . . ."
The historical and the anticipated expansion of professional accounting services is the direct result of the
growth of business itself. And we have only to observe
.the spread of business and industry outside the metropolitan areas to realize that there is room for CPA firms
of all sizes and interests.
The needs of business, however, are growing not only
in volume but in variety, and the demand will be for
increasingly sophisticated services. The alert smaller firms
will learn to meet these demands as they have in the past,
and they will continue to enjoy the special advantages of
personal identification in the social and business communities of which they are a part.
T h e Institute, in recognition of the interests of all
members, must establish the means by which each firm
can equip itself to meet the emerging and increasing pro-
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fessional demands. It seems to me that the emphasis on
the computer at this annual meeting is evidence of the
Institute's concern in this respect.
Let me turn now to the profession's presently most
pressing and important task — the task of attracting and
training young people of outstanding potential. Because
of the long lead-time involved in the training and experience necessary for competence in our profession, this is a
task where procrastination could be critical.
New demands upon management — imposed largely
by technical revolution — highlighted the need some years
ago for a restudy of the education of tomorrow's business leaders. This evaluation made it plain that a narrowly specialized training was adequate only for a career
of limited scope, and that top managerial posts require a
wide range of skills and a broad foundation of knowledge.
If our profession is to work with and is to understand
industrial management at the highest levels, then the
CPA's knowledge and intellectual breadth must be comparable to that of the modern resourceful corporate
executive.
T h e bright undergraduate whom we want to join the
profession will seek a curriculum which challenges his
development as a whole person—not one which promises
to make him an "instant technician." He will be attracted
by an educational process which encourages intellectual
curiosity, and by a profession which relates to the central concerns and forces of society.
T h e best young talent will be aroused by a profession
which is dynamic, which moves resolutely, and which
exhibits leadership in national and civic issues. T h e CPA
of the future will evolve from an educational process that
prepares him for such leadership.
We must accept the responsibilities of attracting and
training men of this type. We must work closely with
educators in developing the best possible academic foundation. But we must also realize that the job of training
lies mainly with the profession itself. And we cannot
avoid that job of training by regarding it as a particular
responsibility of the educator.
If we attract this kind of young people, if they are
educated soundly, and if we train them well, then I am
confident that more and more business and Government
leaders will come from the ranks of accounting.
But we cannot realistically ask more of our new people
than we demand of ourselves. How well are we performing under the emergency requirements of integrated information systems and the computer? Are we, the developers of the profession's future, establishing ourselves as
leaders in the larger worlds of industry and society?
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Certainly accountants now occupy a position of advantage. We have a history of success behind us. We have
made great strides in establishing ourselves as a profession of substance, importance, and integrity. We are
constantly adding to our body of knowledge, and we are
exacting in our pursuit of higher standards of performance and conduct. But if our dedication and determination were to slacken, we could lose all that we have
gained. If complacency were to take hold, there might
be a dim future indeed for the bright, young people we
are presently trying to encourage.
*
*
*
Thus the time that lies ahead requires a strenuous
continuation of the profession's traditions of personal
commitment and service. We must seek out innovations
and we must examine new ideas that will better serve the
business and financial communities. And we must at the
same time be responsive to the broader needs of society.
As a learned profession, our profession must be responsive, but not submissive. O u r profession should be conservative, but it must not be reactionary. O u r profession
must be dynamic, but it should not be merely selfassertive.
T h e normal pursuit of our profession contributes much
to the general welfare, but we have also a great deal of
special knowledge to contribute to the solution of political, social, and economic concerns.
We must approach our problems and our opportunities
with a powerful sense of purpose. T h e social and economic forces reshaping our lives are moving with great
rapidity. Our responses to change—the nature, the degree,
and the promptness of our responses—will determine our
future role, and the contributions which we can make to
society —• both individually and as a professional group.
And I would emphasize that these responses must be
made within the framework of anticipation, rather than
as reaction. They must be made in the attitude of aggressiveness, rather than acceptance.
And perhaps we must realize especially that our contributions to the public interest need to be brought to the
attention of the public consistently, and in meaningful
terms. And as our professional responsibilities broaden
and touch the lives of more people, the more necessary
it becomes to make ourselves broadly understood.
All of us have a part to play in this movement to assume
a larger role in the life of the nation. O u r profession is
contributing a great deal to the time of today. But let
us make sure that we provide the means for those who
follow us to make an even greater contribution to the
time of tomorrow.
THE
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Mergers bring us New Partners

Morris

Goodman

In Boston
Five new partners joined us as a
result of mergers in Boston.
As a result of our merger with
Goodman & Goodman we have been
joined by Morris Goodman, Nathan
Goodman, Armin J. Frankel and
Samuel J. Moshcovitz.
Morris Goodman, author and frequent lecturer on federal income
taxes, received B.C.S. and B.B.A. degrees from Northeastern University
and Boston University and started
his own practice in 1934. The partnership of Goodman & Goodman was \
formed four years later. He is a member of the American Institute of
CPAs, where he has served on committees and as a member of Council
1964-65. He was president of the
Massachusetts Society 1964-65, has
been chairman and member of several
DECEMBER,
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Nathan

Goodman

of their committees, and is presently
a member of the Executive Committee. During his presidency he was
instrumental in organizing the Educational Foundation, of which he is
now president.
Nathan Goodman, known for his
work in taxes and estate planning,
graduated cum laude from Harvard
College in 1937 and from Harvard
Law School in 1940. He is a member
of the American Institute of CPAs,
and also of the Massachusetts Society,
where he has served on the Estate
Planning and Income Tax Committees. Mr. Goodman is a member of
the Boston Estate Planning Council,
and his articles and speeches on taxation have been featured in the Massachusetts CPA Review and other
publications.
Samuel J. Moshcovitz, a graduate

Samuel J.

Moshcovitz

of Bentley College, is a native of Berlin, New Hampshire. He joined
Goodman & Goodman in 1932 and
became a partner in 1944. Mr. Moshcovitz is a member of the American
Institute of CPAs and of the Massachusetts Society of CPAs, where he
has served on the Small Business committee. He is also a member of the
accountants' division of the Combined Jewish Philanthropies and is
active in civic and philanthropic
organizations.
Armin J. Frankel graduated from
the College of the City of New York
in 1943, and passed the Massachusetts CPA examination in 1954 with
honors. He is a member of the American Institute of CPAs and the Massachusetts Society of CPAs, in which
he has served on the Auditing and
Practice Review Committees. He is
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Armin J. Frankel

Peter E. Cruise

•presently auditor of the Massachusetts Society.
Peter E. Cruise was formerly partner in charge of Hawkins & Toye,
which merged with us in September.
H e had been with that firm since
1939. Mr. Cruise is a member of the
Massachusetts Society of CPAs, of the
American Institute of CPAs, and of
the Small Business Association of New
England. A native of Brockton, Massachusetts, he is particularly noted for
his work with clients in the tooling
industry. Mr. Cruise received his degree from Bentley College.

Committee on Legislation. He is also
a member of the American Institute
and the American Accounting Association. In Grand Rapids he is a
member of the State Affairs Committee of the Chamber of Commerce. He
has also served as president of the
Western Michigan Estate Planning
Council and is a member of numerous
civic organizations.

In Grand Rapids
Gordon L. Kauffman merged his
practice with ours this October. He
organized the firm of Kauffman,
Hungerford & Co. which continued
until the present merger, in 1959. Active in both professional and community affars, Mr. Kauffman has served
as secretary, treasurer and a director
of the Michigan Association of CPAs,
and is presently a director of its ByLaws Committee and the Advisory
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In Pittsburgh
As a result of our recent merger
with Muchow & Co., William G.
Muchow has joined us as partner.
Mr. Muchow has served as president
of the Pittsburgh Chapter of the
Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs, has
been president of the Pittsburgh
Chapter of the National Association
of Accountants, and has been a member of Council of the Pennsylvania
Institute. He is a graduate of the
University of Pittsburgh, where he
majored in accounting. Mr. Muchow,
an active worker for community interests, has served as chairman of the
Business Division of the Shaler United

Gordon L.

Kaufman

Fund, and is presently devoting his
talents to the financial problems of
North Hills Passavant Hospital.

In San Diego
In San Diego we merged with the
firm of Lister, Kuhn & Turner. The
new partners who joined us as a result
of this merger are James B. Kuhn,
Walter A. Turner and Walter A.
Turner, Jr.
James A. Kuhn graduated from
San Diego State College and received
an A.B. with distinction in accounting in 1953. He joined the firm of
Lister, Kuhn & Turner in 1961. He
is a member of the American Institute
of CPAs, currently vice president of
the California Society of CPAs, and
is a past president of the San Diego
Chapter of the California Society of
CPAs. Mr. Kuhn is also currently
serving on the Administrative Committee of the California State Board
of Accountancy.
Walter A. Turner has studied at
the University of Arizona, the LaSalle
Institute of Accounting, and San
THE
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William G. Muchow

Diego State College. H e started his
own public accounting practice in
1943 and was joined by his son in
1954. The firm merged with Alfred
Lister and James B. K u h n seven years
later. H e is a member of the Society
of California Accountants, and a past
president of the San Diego Chapter.
He is active in community affairs and
is a past president of the Mission
Valley Improvement Association, as
well as a member of the Board of
Directors of the Optimist Club.
Walter A. Turner, Jr., a frequent
speaker on tax subjects, joined his
father's accounting practice in 1954
after graduating from San Diego
State College, where he received a
Bachelor of Science degree and graduated with honors in accounting. Mr.
Turner is a member of the American
Institute of CPAs, and has served
as vice-chairman of the Taxation
Committee and is presently director
of the San Diego Chapter of the California Society of CPAs. He has, in
addition, also served as chairman of
the chapter's Fellowship Committee
and on the Library Committee.
DECEMBER,
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Retail Profitability Accounting
by David Fleisher

David L. Fleisher, manager in our St. Louis
office, has been with TRB&S since 1957. A
major part of his professional career has been
devoted to working with retail firms, and he
has written and spoken extensively in the retail
industry. He is the author of the chapter on
management reporting in the Retail Accounting Manual published by the National Retail
Merchants Association, and is presently participating in the Tobe Lecture series for graduate retail students at Harvard Business School.
Mr. Fleisher holds a B.S. degree in Industrial
Engineering and a M.B.A. degree in Business
Administration from the University of Michigan. He is a member of the
Management
Services Committee of the St. Louis Chapter
of the Missouri Society of CPAs, a member of
the St. Louis Retail Controllers Group and a
member of the American Production
and
Inventory Control Society.

Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart and its predecessor firms
traditionally have been recognized as leaders in the retail
accounting field. The vast majority of the major department stores in this country are numbered among our
clients. They include Allied, Associated, Federated, Gimbels, Macy's, May Company and Sears Roebuck in the
category of national department store chains and several
of the major independent department stores such as
Gilchrist Company in Boston, Hudson's in Detroit, Miller's in Knoxville, H. C. Prange in Sheboygan, NiemanMarcus in Dallas, Popular Dry Goods in El Paso and
Rich's in Atlanta. In addition, our firm has among its
clients several of the large retail discount firms, a number
of major food chains and numerous specialty stores handling a variety of merchandise lines.
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Further evidence of the participation of Touche, Ross,
Bailey & Smart in the retail accounting field is the efforts
over the past 40 years of the late J. P. Friedman, John W."
McEachren and Kenneth P. Mages, all TRB&S partners, in developing and updating the department store
industry accounting manuals which have been a vital
part of the department store industry figure exchange
program. More recently, James Lynch, manager in our
Boston office, was honored at the annual convention of
the relatively young discount industry held in May, 1965
for his work in developing the first accounting manual
and figure exchange for this industry group. Because of
the large number of retailers in this country and their
reasonably uniform operating characteristics, the retail
industry has traditionally emphasized industry-wide finanTHE
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cial figure exchanges as a key part of their management
accounting information. T h e information is compiled by
industry associations, such as the National Retail Merchants Association ( N R M A ) , National Association of
Food Chains (NAFG) and several others. In addition,
affiliated groups of firms like the Associated Merchandising Corporation (AMC) and Frederick Atkins, which are
made up of department stores who use a common central
buying office, also exchange financial information among
themselves.
Another area in which Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart
has developed a national reputation has been in the development of Profitability Accounting, which is recognized
as perhaps the most all encompassing and integrated approach to managerial accounting ever developed. Initially, Profitability Accounting systems were installed
primarily in manufacturing firms. Later, systems were
installed in a variety of other industries including banking, broadcasting, construction and professional services.
Within the last few years, the concepts of Profitability
Accounting have been applied to the retail industry. In
view of the Firm's background in the development of
management accounting techniques for the retail industry,
it is worthwhile to consider how the concepts of Profitability Accounting are being applied in retailing.
Fundamental

Concepts of Profitability

Accounting

In Robert Beyer's book, Profitability Accounting for
Planning and Control, he defines four fundamental managerial accounting concepts inherent in Profitability
Accounting:
1. Profit Planning — This is the concept of laying out
a detailed, quantitative plan for the performance of
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each organizational component within the company,
usually for a year. The plans are tied together in
such a way that each deviation from planned performance can be expressed in terms of its effect on
corporate profit.
2. Responsibility Accounting — This is the concept of
fitting the accounting structure to the organization
structure so that performance measures can be compiled and reported in groupings which reflect individual responsibilities.
3. Exception Reporting — This is the concept of focusing reporting effort and managerial attention on
the exceptions from planned performance which
require action rather than on the bulk of the activity which is performed according to plan. This
is exemplified by variance reporting analysis.
4. Profit Contribution Accounting—This
is the concept of segregating revenues and costs which vary
directly with product volume from those that do
not. The resultant variable cost per unit does not
vary with volume. The contribution from revenues
less variable costs is shown before deducting the
remaining costs to arrive at net profit.
Mr. Beyer also states in his book that a sound Profitability Accounting System incorporates two other techniques which are pertinent to retail management
accounting. These are:
1. Flexible Budgets for performance control and product costing in the overhead areas.
2. Return on investment analysis to measure the profitability of the resources employed in various activities of the business and the desirability of alternative
capital investments.
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Finally, perhaps the most important feature of Profitability Accounting is that it integrates all of these modern
management accounting concepts and techniques into
a single consistent and comprehensive system.
Having defined the essential ingredients of Profitability
Accounting, it is appropriate to examine how each has
traditionally been employed in the retail industry and
more important, to determine what can be done to adopt
modern Profitability Accounting methods in retailing.
Consideration will be given only to the application of
Profitability Accounting to department store retailing,
with the understanding that there are other types of retailing, such as specialty stores, variety chains, discount
houses and food chains, each having similar (but certainly not identical) characteristics and problems to those
of department stores.
Characteristics of Department

Stores

The department store, as the name implies, is a retail
operation built around a series of merchandise departments and carrying the widest assortments of merchandise
to be found under one roof in all of retailing. Historically,
the key man in the department store has been the buyer.
H e has been responsible for selecting and promoting merchandise, maintaining a proper inventory turnover, supervising the sales effort and producing a proper profit
performance for his selling department. Non-merchandising executives have been responsible for sales supporting
activities which have normally been considered to be
quite apart from the "lifeblood" merchandising job of
selecting, promoting, controlling, and selling merchandise.
Within the last 10-15 years, department stores, like
other businesses, have felt the effects of the increasing rate
of change in the business environment in this country —
principally in four ways:
1. Growing suburban populations have forced department stores to open suburban stores, thus abandoning their traditional "one large downtown store
only" operation.
2. Research and development and increased fashion
emphasis by consumers have broadened the alreadyvery-large merchandise assortments carried. It is
estimated there are approximately one million
unique merchandise items in a typical large department store today.
3. Governmental pressures to raise as well as to expand
the coverage for minimum wages have created increased labor expense rates.
4. In an effort to meet the challenge both of rising
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payroll expenses and of a larger, more complex
merchandising problem created by multi-store operations and expanded merchandise assortments,
and spurred by the availability of electronic data
processing, the retail industry increasingly is adopting new and improved techniques for organization
planning, personnel training, merchandise control,
financial planning and expense control.
There is evidence, among the changes being made in
retailing in response to the challenges posed over the last
10-15 years, of the adoption of improved management
accounting concepts and techniques along the lines of
Profitability Accounting.
Profit Planning
With the exception of some of the larger, more progressive firms, a comprehensive profit planning approach
historically has not existed in many department stores.
Profits were considered to be a result of good merchandising, which maximized sales and inventory turnover,
and sound operating and control practices, which minimized expenses. Consequently, planning emphasis was
placed on the merchandise plan, which provides targets
for sales, purchases and inventory for the buyer, and expense budgets, which provide expense control goals for
sales and sales supporting activities. In many organizations
little or no attempt has been made to develop an effective
profit plan which pinpoints profit responsibility for all
elements of income and expense and results in comprehensive store wide financial goals.
Where a store wide profit plan has been developed, it
usually has not pinpointed net profit responsibility below
the level of the President or General Manager. There is
a very practical reason for this — below the level of the
chief executive, there is no individual fully responsible
for all elements of net profit. With a single store organization, the buyer was clearly responsible for sales, gross
margin and certain direct selling department expenses,
including selling payroll, advertising and merchandise
clerical payroll. However, the buyer was not primarily
responsible for many other elements of expense affected
by the sales produced by his department, such as the
expenses associated with warehousing, delivery and marking. However, some stores allocate all of these indirect
expenses to selling departments in order to measure and,
to some extent, hold the buyer responsible for departmental net profit.
Today, with the growth of suburban stores, the problems of assigning selling department net profit responsibility is even more complex. T h e buyer no longer controls
THE
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selling payroll in suburban stores and, in many organizations, he has been relieved of his selling supervision
responsibilities in the main store as well. Furthermore,
his influence over sales and inventories associated with
remote suburban locations is waning as more and more
stores are opened.
Recognizing the inherent difficulties of identifying a
multitude of indirect expenses with selling departments
and stores, it is understandable that net profit planning
has generally remained at the total company level only.
However, a major improvement in the profit planning
process of many stores today would be to establish financial goals for all elements of income and expense and
assign responsibility for their attainment through a comprehensive store wide profit plan. Furthermore, as will
be shown later, with an integrated information system
approach it will be possible in the future to plan profits
both by selling department and by store.
Responsibility

Accounting

Because of the emphasis on industry figure exchanges,
department stores have almost uniformly classified financial data for industry comparison purposes essentially
along responsibility lines. T h e first effort in this direction
dates back to 1917 when the NRDGA, the predecessor
organization to the N R M A , published a document entitled " T h e Classification and Distribution of Expense
in Retail Stores."
I n addition to accounting for expenses by responsibility, department stores traditionally have also measured
sales, inventory, gross margin and direct expenses by selling department, thereby accounting for the major elements of income and direct selling and merchandising
expense by buyer responsibility. It is probably justifiable
to conclude that the department store industry has employed the concept of responsibility accounting for a
longer period of time than most industries, even though
planning for profits has not been done in detail by responsibility for all items of income and expense.
Aside from the inherent problem of the dual responsibility of buyers and store management for certain elements
of income and expense arising from a growing number of
suburban stores, perhaps the only serious problem the
department store industry presently faces in implementing effective responsibility accounting is the lack of precision in the industry wide expense centers, particularly for
larger stores. For example, the present industry accounting
manual defines one expense center to be Maintenance of
Reserve Stock — all activities associated with storing and
picking merchandise in reserve stock areas. However,
DECEMBER,
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since maintenance of stock activities is often performed
under individual floor supervisors on each floor of the
stores and on each floor in the central warehouse, there
actually may be several supervisors responsible for at least
payroll expense in the Maintenance of Reserve Stock
Expense Center. T h e obvious answer, and one which has
been adopted in several department stores, is to modify
expense centers required for industry figure exchange purposes to the precise internal individual supervisory responsibility units required for purposes of internal budgeting and reporting.
Exception

Reporting

Only in recent years, as more suburban stores have been
added with associated increases in the volume of information generated, has the department store industry generally become interested in exception reporting as it
pertains to accounting information. T h e bulk of the
detailed planning and budgeting has traditionally been
done for sales, inventory and expense data. No detailed,
comprehensive profit plans have been developed. In many
stores, even when plans are developed, the prime standard
of comparison is still last year's performance rather than
the plan for the current year. In any case, reporting has
generally not emphasized deviations from standard performance, whatever the standard might be.
There has been a general tendency to flood the management group with voluminous reports which, in some extreme cases, are nothing more than copies of accounting
journals. Because the total information requirements have
expanded as more and more stores have been added, several department stores have in recent years adopted exception reporting principles in their financial information
system. Some examples include:
1. T h e development of a comprehensive profit plan and
the complete elimination of last year's information
from all reports except for purposes of identifying
sales trends.
2. T h e development of summary reporting for top
management which only highlights key pieces of
information. A departmental performance report
now issued in one store indicates only 4 key performance indicators for each selling department. This
report has replaced a series of departmental operating statements that previously presented approximately 40 pieces of financial information for each of
140 selling departments.
3. T h e use of expense variance reporting rather than
simply account-by-account listings of historical expenses.
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As more suburban stores are added and the flood of
financial information grows, many more retailers will be
forced to adopt exception reporting methods.
Profit Contribution

Accounting

The probem of applying profit contribution accounting
in department stores has largely been one of size. Since a
department store can have up to one million different
items of merchandise in inventory, the key question is how
to identify variable costs with merchandise. Several attempts have been made in this direction.
There has been the traditional practice of developing
profit and loss statements for each selling department.
Gross margin is arrived at relatively easily, since data regarding sales, purchases, freight, inventory, mark-on,
markdowns, employee discounts, shrinkage, cash discounts and workroom costs have traditionally been developed by the selling department, much of it as part of
the retail method of accounting for inventory investment.
T h e real problem has been the assignment of expenses to
selling departments. Many stores today assign all expenses to the selling department to arrive at departmental
net profit. As far as possible, these expense allocations are
normally made on the basis of work units handled by the
sales supporting expense units (for example, number of
pieces delivered in the delivery expense center) or by
direct identification (for example, salaries of salespeople
working in the selling department). Of necessity, many
fixed items of expense have been allocated on a rather
arbitrary basis which often turns out to be the relative
percentage of sales contributed by each selling department.
T h e first major attempt to formally recognize the requirements for more precise selling department profitability measures was known as the Clark Contribution
P l a n — a concept developed in the early 1930's by the
late Carlos B. Clark, controller of the J. L. Hudson Company in Detroit. Mr. Clark divided all expenses into
"escapable" and "inescapable," "escapable" signifying
those that would not exist if the department were not
operated. H e then developed departmental profit contribution which was gross margin less "escapable" expenses.
In Profitability Accounting terminology, Mr. Clark's "escapable" expense included the variable expenses associated with the sales volume of the department and the
specific standby and programmed expenses of the department. Although Mr. Clark's expense classifications were
not precisely fixed and variable, he did emphasize the
concept of profit contribution, thereby correctly eliminating the allocation of non-specific standby and pro-
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grammed expenses from the consideration of the profitability of a department.
Today, in measuring selling department profits, most
department stores adhere to either the net profit concept
whereby all expenses are allocated, or some form of Mr.
Clark's contribution concept where only direct expenses
are allocated. Some heated discussions have been held
over the relative merits of the two approaches. Each side
has a valid argument — the net profit system makes the
buyer more fully aware of all the expenditures to be made
in running a department store before a profit for the total
company can be shown, while the contribution system
(combined with inventory turnover and space utilization
information) provides a more legitimate measure of the
relative profitability of selling departments.
Unfortunately, neither approach has provided meaningful profit contribution information for individual items
of merchandise. As a result, buyers have continued to
focus their thinking primarily on departmental average
expense percentages, and they often overlook the profit
opportunities available through selective pricing and promotion of particularly profitable merchandise. Emphasis
has traditionally been placed on an across-the-board requirement to achieve a specified mark-on percentage on
all items in the department. This rigid average pricing
formula undoubtedly contributed to the appearance of
many discount houses on the retailing scene in the middle
50's. The discounter thrived initially because he built his
business by generating dollars of profit rather than by
achieving the traditional percentage-of-sales performance
emphasized by the department store.
T o overcome the inadequacies of buyers' thinking
which focused only on percentages of sales, it was necessary to introduce a form of item cost accounting to develop
more precise profit and pricing information and to emphasize dollar profit contribution. The result of this thinking was an item profitability measurement system developed in the 1950's called Merchandise Management
Accounting ( M M A ) . M M A was undoubtedly the most
theoretically correct attempt ever made to employ profit
contribution accounting in department store retailing.
T h e approach taken by M M A was to measure all expenses
associated with buying, handling and selling a specific
item of merchandise through studies of expense patterns.
Generally, a distinction was to be made between fixed and
variable expenses and only variable expenses to be assigned to the item. Several attempts to apply M M A proved
the system to be cumbersome in application. Professor
Malcolm McNair, noted Retailing Professor at the Harvard Business School, writing in the May, 1958 issue of
THE
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Stores Magazine, voiced the feeling of many retailers toward the system:
" . . . So far as theory goes there can be no quarrel
with this thinking. It is indubitably correct. T h e
questions arise in the realm of practical application.
One of those questions is whether the acceptance of
M M A may not be unduly jeopardized by insistence
on so much nicety in the differentiation between fixed
and variable costs. Aside from the not inconsiderable
expenditures of time and money involved in making
such elaborate studies, there is the fact that Expense
Center Accounting . . . has only recently been installed in many stores . . . and management at this
stage is not likely to look with favor on any new program that seems not to utilize the data from these
systems but to require a whole new set of classifications and definitions for the purpose of providing a
different set of data."
Professor McNair in his article suggested a modified approach to M M A whereby unit costs would be developed
directly by considering each expense center to be fixed or
variable in total and then relating the total expense of
each variable expense center to the workload processed
by the expense center, thereby utilizing the existing expense center system.
Even the simplified approach to M M A suggested by
Professor McNair did not gain acceptance in the form of
any significant number of installations in department
stores. In retrospect, M M A made its biggest contribution
to department stores in focusing attention on the need
to consider dollar profitability rather than percentages of
sales. As a day-to-day working tool it generally has not
been accepted.
For the present, the most useful practical application of
profit contribution accounting in department stores is to
differentiate between variable, standby and programmed
expenses in measuring the profitability of selling departments. This at least makes the buyer aware of dollar
profit contribution (as opposed to percentage profit only)
at the department level and provides a very rough department guide from which the buyer can deviate in
evaluating the profitability of particular items of merchandise for purposes of pricing and promotional emphasis. T h e same approach to profitability measurement
should also be used for stores. At some point in the future
with the assistance of E D P it may become feasible to apply
profit contribution accounting to merchandise classifications which are sub-groupings of departments, thereby
obtaining more precise merchandise profitability information.
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Flexible

Budgeting

It has already been mentioned that most department
stores currently develop expense budgets by organizational
responsibility unit. Almost without exception these budgets are fixed in nature, with no formal recognition given
to varying workload levels, and must constantly be revised
as changes in sales volume occur. Furthermore, many
stores keep elaborate records of production by expense
center so that payroll expense per workload unit can be
measured, compared with the productivity of other stores
and used to develop further payroll budgets. Some stores
now develop production standards through the application of work measurement techniques. With all of the
ingredients becoming available in the form of well defined expense centers and some form of productivity
standards, there is every reason to believe that flexible
budgeting should become more widespread in retailing
in the next few years, particularly when its importance
in an integrated financial information system is recognized.
Return on Investment

Analysis

Traditional retail accounting systems have focused attention on profit as a per cent of sales. Industry figure
exchanges report gross margin, expenses and profit as a
percentage of sales as do most internal information systems. Return on investment measures have rarely been
used either in industry reports or internally.
Recently, the Standardization Committee of the
N R M A recognized this deficiency and, as a result of the
work of this committee, it is likely that some form of comparative figures will be issued in the near future as part
of the industry figure exchange program relating to the
profitability of store units based on return on assets employed.
Internally there is a need to develop measures of return
on assets employed for departments and selling outlets.
T h e major problem is one of investment allocation. T h e
only asset that is easily identified at the department and
selling outlet level is inventory. Both of the other two
major assets, accounts receivable and property, plant and
equipment present allocation problems, but these problems do not appear insurmountable. It should be possible
to develop a meaningful allocation of accounts receivable
through statistical sampling which determines relative
credit sales, both by department and store, by type of
customer account. When accounts receivable records are
automated, such an allocation procedure will become
relatively simple. Specific property, plant and equipment
can be allocated to selling departments based on standards
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established for fixturing costs per square foot and to stores
through a proper design of property records.
An Integrated

Management

Accounting

System

An integrated management accounting system incorporating all of the applicable concepts and techniques of
Profitability Accounting simply does not exist today in
department stores. Although many stores employ some of
these concepts and techniques, none employ all of them.
A description of an integrated retail, management accounting system — a Retail Profitability Accounting System —• provides a conceptual framework for a modern
integrated financial information system toward which
today's progressive department store organizations are
beginning to move.
Exhibit 1 provides a schematic diagram of how financial information flows under Retail Profitability Accounting to provide internal measures of profitability for the
two key organizational elements, the selling department
and the store. Neither is a profit center controlled by a
single individual, since a multi-unit department store, of
necessity, creates a dual responsibility for many elements
of profit. The selling department is the buyer's main
area of interest, but store personnel certainly affect the
selling department profitability through their display,
sales training and scheduling efforts. Likewise, the store
manager is primarily responsible for the performance of
his store but it would be foolish to say that he has complete responsibility for store performance when buyers
at headquarters are selecting, promoting and pricing the
merchandise carried in the store.
In spite of this dual responsibility problem there is a
need to provide measures of profitability for departments
and stores. Exhibit 1 indicates how meaningful profit
measures for selling departments and sales outlets would
be developed.
1. Sales are presently accumulated both by department
and by store.
2. Gross margin is presently accumulated by department. An accurate breakdown of gross margin by
store will require maintaining separate stock ledgers
by store —• a practice not generally followed today.
However, some stores do keep separate stock ledgers,
and with more selling outlets causing more severe
stock shortages, it is likely many more department
stores will go to separate store stock ledgers in the
future to pinpoint stock shortage by store.
3. Expense will be charged in a variety of ways, depending on the type of expense. Most specific
standby and programmed expenses can be identified
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with departments and stores from expense centers.
In fact, the present expense center system separates
direct store expenses by store automatically. Variable expenses are charged to departments and stores
based on a standard charge for the work units processed as a direct by-product of the use of expense
center flexible budgets.
4. Assets employed, other than inventory, are allocated
through special analysis in most cases. Inventory
investment at stores is directly identified from stock
ledgers. Central warehouse inventory should be allocated to stores on the basis of the relative percentage of "send" sales at each store. Accounts receivable are allocated through sampling charge sales
by department and by type of customer account. In
the property category only fixture investment is allocated to departments and this is accomplished on the
basis of a standard square foot charge. Store property
other than fixtures can be directly identified from
property records. Cash and other assets are both too
insignificant in amount relative to the three assets
just discussed and too difficult to allocate to consider in internal profit measurement.
In addition to developing meaningful internal profit
measures based on profit contribution accounting and
return on investment principles, Retail Profitability Accounting employs comprehensive profit planning. T h e
profit planning process begins, as it normally does in most
stores today, with the merchandise plan for sales and
inventory investment for each selling department and
each store. In addition, buyers submit plans by selling
department for gross margin, buying salaries, buying
travel expenses, merchandise, clerical salaries and sales
promotion expenses. Other expense center supervisors submit budgets for all other standby and programmed expenses. Departmental profit contribution rates by store are
then introduced to complete the development of the total
company profit plan.
The final total company profit plan for a department
store using an integrated Retail Profitability Accounting
system appears on Exhibit 2. This same profit planning
format is used for each selling department. Compared
with today's typical profit plan, the one shown on Exhibit
2 has two important new features. First, it uses profit
contribution accounting in order to obtain a meaningful
presentation of store profitability. Store operating profit
— which is store profit contribution less specific store
standby and programmed expenses — is a true measure
of the dollar profits contributed by each store. Second,
the plan emphasizes return on assets employed for both
THE
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RETAIL PROFITABILITY ACCOUNTING
FLOW OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION
ORIGINAL
RESPONSIBILITY
ACCOUNTING
ACCUMULATION

NET
SALES-

By Store

MEASUREMENT
OF SELLING
DEPARTMENT
PROFITABILITY

MEASUREMENT
OF STORE
PROFITABILITY

Direct
Identification

/_
Direct
Identification

By Department
GROSS
MARGIN-

->
Direct
Identification

By Store /_
Direct
Identification

By Department
OPERATING
EXPENSES-

Direct
Identification
Direct
"Identification
Work units
"Processed ~~

Standby —direct
Programmed — direct
Variable

Programmed —direct

Stores — Direct
"Warehouse —"Send" Sales'
Direct
Identification
Sampling Credit Sales
By Type of Account

Accounts Receivable- Total Company
Sampling Credit Sales
By Type of Account
All direct property
Fixtures only

individual stores and the total company. Thus, return
on investment analysis becomes an integral part of the
profit planning process.
Flexible expense budgets based on productivity standards developed through work measurement are also part
of the integrated approach of Retail Profitability Accounting. Exhibit 3 is a worksheet which translates the
1965

^

Direct
v
Identification —^

By Store / L
By Department
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->

Work units
Processed

Variable

By Physical
Location

JX

Direct
-Identification

Standby-direct

Property-

>

>

By Expense Center

ASSETS
EMPLOYEDInventory—

Exhibit 1

->
Real p r o p e r t y - d i r e c t
Fixtures —square footrate

X
~7

Square Foot
Fixture Rate -

production for one 5-week accounting.period in a checking and marking expense center into the dollar expense
allowances used to measure spending performance in the
expense center. T h e production standards are also used
by the supervisor to schedule personnel and measure the
efficiency of his expense center. From the flexible expense
budgets, the variable rates will be developed which will be
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Exhibit 2
RETAIL PROFITABILITY ACCOUNTING
PROFIT PLAN
(Amounts in thousands)

Store A
Amount

Net sales
Gross margin
Profit contribution
Specific expenses:
Programmed
Standby
Store operating profit
General expenses:
Programmed
Standby
Company operating profit
Assets employed:
Specific
General
Return on assets employed:
Store
Company

$26,000
$10,114
$ 6,916

%
100.0
38.9
26.6

$9,000
$3,285
$2,214

%
100.0
36.5
24.6

$

92
210
$1,912

$

365
596
$ 5,955

Store C
Amount

$15,000
$ 5,415
$ 3,435

%
100.0
36.1
22.9

Total
Amount

$50,000
$18,814
$12,565

%
100.0
37.6
25.1

$

641
1,110
$10,814

$

184
304
$ 2,947

$ 2,755
4,343
$ 3,716
$2,988

$15,672

38.0

used to charge selling departments and stores for the workload processed.
With internal profit measures based on profit contribution accounting and return on investment, a comprehensive store wide profit plan focused on organizational responsibility and flexible expense center budgets in use
throughout the company, an examination of the management reporting system provides a vivid picture of the
management information produced by a r integrated Retail Profitability Accounting system.
The monthly trend balance sheet in Exhibit 4 is an
example of top management reporting under Retail
Profitability Accounting. Unlike the management reporting in many department stores today the trend balance
sheet introduces three important new features:
1. Information is presented in trend format rather
than by simply showing current period results.
2. Emphasis is placed on performance against plan
rather than the traditional standard of last year's
results.
3. Exception reporting is introduced by summarizing
the information presented into only its key elements,
thereby eliminating lengthy listings of irrelevant details.
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Store B
Amount

$24,913
4,675

$ 6,253

63.0

47.1

43.4
12.6

It is important to recognize that the exception reporting
technique can only be used effectively at all management
levels if a comprehensive profit plan exists to provide
meaningful performance standards at all management
levels. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an integrated
Retail Profitability Accounting system in order to reap
the increasingly desirable benefits of exception reporting
for department store managements faced with the flood
of information created by rapidly growing multi-unit
organizations.
Between the top management summary reports such as
the trend balance sheet and the individual detailed expense center and selling department performance reports
there will be a series of variance reports highlighting
variances from plan. Variance reporting provides a means
of quickly highlighting for the middle management group
the problem areas requiring their attention. Broadly
speaking, variance reports will fall into two categories:
(1) expense variance reports highlighting expense spending performance against flexible budget standards established for each expense center and (2) selling department
and store variance reports which highlight profit variances
for the revenue-producing elements of the company. A
selling department variance report is illustrated in Exhibit 5.
THE
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Third, it measures the profitability of selling departments and stores using profit contribution accounting so
that meaningful measures of dollar profitability are consistently employed in the reporting system and the impact
on net profit of sales and gross margin variances can be
directly assessed.
Fourth, it develops expense variances based on performance against flexible expense budgets, which provide

realistic dollar spending standards consistent with the
productivity standards used by expense center supervisors
to staff their work areas.
Fifth, it employs return on investment principles in
measuring the profitability of selling departments, stores
and the total company, thereby providing a meaningful
profitability indicator with which to highlight profit performance exceptions.

Exhibit 3
RETAIL PROFITABILITY ACCOUNTING
FLEXIBLE BUDGET WORKSHEET
Expense Center —
01-743 — Downtown Checking and Marking

Period—
II

PAYROLL

Budgeted Hours or
*Peoplefor Wk.

Organ iization

Supervisors

Ready-to-Wear
Checking and
Marking

Nonmeasured
Measured
Supervisors

Small Wares
Checking and
Marking

3/13

3/20

*1

*1

-

-

445
*1

Rate Per
Hour/
*Per Wk.

*1

*130

Total
Budget

3/27

4/3

*1

*1

*1

-

-

-

-

397

445

460

449

2196

1.60

3,514

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*95

570

-

$

650
-

25

21

29

31

132

1.30

172

210

264

290

311

1320

1.50

1,980

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*105

630

-

-

-

-

186

204

145

120

153

Supervisors

*1

*1

*1

*1

Nonmeasured

-

-

-

Measured

-

-

-

Measured
Supervisors
Nonmeasured
Measured

General

3/6

Total
Hours/
*People

245

Nonmeasured

MKcpllanpou^
Checking and
Marking

EXPENSE

26-

-

-

-

808

-

1.45

1,172

*1

*1

160

800

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total Payroll Budget

$9,488
NON- PAYROLL

EXPENSE

Budget Rate

Account
Name

No.

Amount

Per

Budget
Base

Variable
Allow.

Fixed
Allow.

Total
Budget

Supplies

01-743-06

.092

Earned Measured Hour

6120

98

-

$398
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Summary
Faced with a rapidly changing retail environment
characterized by growing multi-store operations, increased
payroll costs and wider assortments of merchandise, department stores today are increasingly adopting improved
management techniques in all areas. T h e management
accounting system is one of the areas undergoing change.
Much has been done in recent years but much more remains to be done in the future.
In order to achieve meaningful exception reporting,
which is the single most important objective of the

changes completed and contemplated in most retail management accounting systems, an integrated financial information system — a Retail Profitability Accounting
system — provides a sound guideline for future changes
for several reasons:
First, it provides a comprehensive profit plan so that
exception reporting can be developed around deviations
from company financial objectives.
Second, it employs responsibility accounting so that
exceptions are reported according to the individual responsible.

Exhibit 5
RETAIL PROFITABILITY ACCOUNTING
SELLING DEPARTMENT VARIANCE REPORT
(Amounts in thousands)
(

%

Amt.

%

Expense
Variance

Department
Operating
Profit

Assets — %

8.5

3.2

(.2)

2.3

(.4)

.7

3.0

4.1

(24.2)

(9.7)

-

(6.1)

.1

(2.5)

(8.6)

(7.7)

21-Notions

11.9

4.3

(.7)

2.0

(.9)

1.4

3.4

1.8

22-Cosmetics

38.0

14.8

.3

8.1

.6

(3.9)

4.2

2.8

23-Jewelry

(9.4)

(3.7)

<—i

Return

Amt.

2.7

-

(1.1)

1.6

.9

(.3)

4.8

4.9

5.7

Department

11-Piece Goods
15-Domestics

24—Silverware

1.5

.3

(.2)

Profit Contribution

) denotes unfavorable year-to-date variance

Net Sales

Gross Margin

.1

26-Boo
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Tax Consideration
in Condemnation Proceedings
by Homer Gilchrist

Homer R. Gilchrist, audit supervisor in our Phoenix office, came to TRB&S in 1959 and spent three years in our
Detroit office before moving to Phoenix. He was an economics major at Oberlin College and received his B.A.
in 1958. He received his M.B.A. from the University of Michigan in 1959. Mr. Gilchrist is a member of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, a member of the Arizona Society of Certified Public Accountants, where he serves on the Reporting Standards Committee, and a member of the American Institute of Internal
Auditors. He is a CPA in both Michigan and Arizona.
Do you own or manage real estate which has been
condemned or is likely to be? If so, your plight is one
which is becoming more widespread as the interstate
highway system progresses and more communities embark on urban renewal projects. Business managers are
frequently forced to relocate a plant or office building
because the property on which the building is located has
been condemned. Similarly, investors in real property
may often have to find another investment because their
real estate has been taken by a condemning authority.
Condemnation proceedings not only interrupt business
operations and investment programs, but in many cases
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result in partial or total loss of the property involved. This
loss gives rise to a variety of income tax problems because
of the special tax rules applicable. It is very important
that the owner or manager of property about to be condemned acquaint himself with these special rules, so that
he may realize the maximum tax benefit from the condemnation award.
The Tax Law of

Condemnations

A condemnation of property is a tax transaction resulting in gain or loss very much as if the property were sold
or exchanged. A taxable gain or loss is realized when the
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amount of the condemnation award either exceeds or is
less than the adjusted basis of the property (that is, the
cost of the property less amounts taken as deductions for
depreciation, if any). If a gain is realized on the condemnation of the property, the owner will be taxed at either
capital gain rates or ordinary income tax rates depending
on the length of time the property was held by him.
Property held for more than six months is entitled to capital gain treatment (that is, subject to a maximum tax rate
of 25 per cent), but if the property is held for six months
or less, the gain is taxed at ordinary income tax rates. If
the condemnation results in a loss, it may be used as a
deduction against all other types of income without regard to the period of time the property was held (unless
the property is a personal residence, in which case the loss
is not deductible).
There is a special provision of the tax law which permits a taxpayer to defer the payment of taxes on a condemnation gain. This deferral can be accomplished if the
taxpayer purchases property to replace that which was
condemned. If the cost of the replacement property exceeds the condemnation award, the taxpayer can elect
not to report the gain in the year the award is received.
However, the gain not reported reduces the basis of the
newly acquired property so that the gain is deferred until
the replacement property is sold. On the other hand, if
the condemnation proceeds exceed the cost of the replacement property, the excess must be included in income in the year the award is received.
What Constitutes

Replacement

Property?

The present tax law, which applies to condemnations
after 1957, requires that the replacement property be of
a "like kind" to the property condemned. T h e words
"like kind" refer to the nature or character of the property and not to its grade or quality. T h e essence of this
rule is that real property must be replaced by real property. It does not matter if the properties vary in size,
quality or location, or that one is improved while the
other is unimproved. For example, a vacant lot may be
replaced by a hotel, farm land may be replaced by city
realty, etc. "Like kind" property excludes real estate
mortgages, stocks, bonds and equipment or other personal
property since none of these fall into the category of real
property.
Timing

the Acquisition

of Replacement

Property

T h e deferral of tax on the condemnation gain can be
accomplished only if the replacement property is acquired
within a certain period of time. This period generally
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begins on the date of earliest threat or imminence of condemnation and ends one year after the close of the first
taxable year in which any part of the condemnation
award is received. A threat or imminence of condemnation first exists when a condemning authority indicates by
public resolution or act, or by representation to the taxpayer, that certain property is to be condemned. T h e
important feature of this rule is that it is not necessary to
wait until the award has actually been received before
acquiring the replacement property. Consequently, the
replacement period may be quite long since the lapse of
time between the initial threat of condemnation and the
receipt of the award may be substantial, particularly if
litigation is involved.
There are two rules relating to the replacement period
which the taxpayer must be certain to comply with. If
the replacement property is a new building, construction
must be completed by the end of the replacement period.
Merely entering into a contract for construction of a
building does not in itself satisfy the requirement. The
second rule to watch out for is that the replacement property must be owned by the taxpayer on the date the condemnation award is received. T h a t is, the replacement
property cannot be purchased in anticipation of the
award and then sold before the award is actually received.
T h e rules governing the replacement of condemned
property require intricate planning in timing the acquisition of replacement property. T h e tax law makes no
provision for the taxpayer's inability to acquire suitable
replacement property within the period allowed. Consequently, the taxpayer should formulate a plan for replacement as soon as the threat of condemnation occurs.
When to Elect to Report a Condemnation

Gain

The acquisition of qualified replacement property within the time period allowed permits the taxpayer to defer
reporting the gain from the condemnation award. However, he may elect to report the gain and pay the tax
thereon. This election should be considered carefully for
it may be more advantageous to report the gain even
though this procedure results in an immediate tax liability.
In situations where the replacement property consists
solely of land, which is not subject to depreciation, the
taxpayer should elect not to report the gain on the condemned property. T h e gain reduces the basis of the replacement land and is not taxed until the land is sold.
However, if the replacement property is a building,
which is depreciable, the taxpayer may actually save taxes
in the long run by reporting the gain and paying the tax
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thereon. The gain is taxable at a maximum rate of 25 per
cent (provided the condemned property was held over
six months), but the depreciable basis of the replacement
property is not reduced as is the case when the gain is not
reported. The higher depreciable basis permits greater
depreciation deductions from ordinary income, which is
frequently taxed at rates far in excess of 25 per cent.
The decision as to whether or not to report the gain
should be based on a comparison of (1) the tax savings
resulting from the increased depreciation deductions with
(2) the tax which must be paid to achieve these savings.
Since the tax savings will be realized only over the depreciable life of the replacement property, the annual savings
should be discounted, much like an annuity. The following example will illustrate the computations and comparison :
Facts:
A taxpayer received a condemnation award of
$100,000 for property with a basis of $60,000. T h e
condemned property had been owned longer than
six months. As a replacement the taxpayer acquired
a building for $100,000. The building has a remaining life of 20 years.
Conclusion:
By reporting the gain, the taxpayer would incur a
tax of $10,000 (25 per cent of the $40,000 gain).
However, the depreciable basis of his newly-acquired
building is $40,000 greater than it would be if he
had elected not to report the gain. Consequently, he
will have an additional annual depreciation deducof $2,000 for twenty years. T h e annual tax reduction
effected by this increased depreciation would be
$1,400 for a taxpayer in the 70 per cent bracket. The
present value at 6 per cent interest of all twenty of
these annual reductions is approximately $16,000.
Since the present value of the annual tax reductions
is much greater than the $10,000 tax which must be
paid to realize the reductions, the taxpayer should
elect to report the gain.
These computations should also be followed by a corporate taxpayer. Assuming the same facts as in the above
example and a tax rate of 48 per cent, the annual tax
reduction from the increased depreciation is $960 (48
per cent times $2,000). The present value of twenty annual tax reductions of $960 is approximately $11,000,
still greater than the $10,000 tax payable on the gain.
Severance

Damages

Frequently, a condemning authority will require only
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a portion of a total parcel of land. Such a situation might
arise as a result of a street widening project or the construction of a new highway through a farm. Only that
portion of the property required for the project will be
condemned, and the award for the condemned portion
is treated under the rules set forth above. Many times,
however, the loss of only a portion of the land parcel impairs the usefulness of the portion not condemned. For
example, a widened street could eliminate a factory's
shipping and receiving area, thereby necessitating rearrangement of factory operations and construction of a
new shipping and receiving area. The property owner is
compensated for this impairment of usefulness just as he
is compensated for the portion of property condemned.
The compensation for the impairment of usefulness is
known as severence damages. The award for severance
damages is frequently offset in part by a special assessment against the retained portion of the property. Assessments are levied on the ground that the retained property
has been benefitted by the improvement for which the
condemned property was used, as in street widening projects.
T h e tax treatment of severance damages varies slightly
from that for the award for the property condemned.
Severance damages are treated as compensation in the
following order for (1) legal and other expenses incident
to the condemnation, (2) special assessments, if any, (3)
expenses necessary to restore the usability of the retained
property, and (4) the retained property itself. Any portion of the severance damages remaining after the basis
of the retained property has been reduced to zero is
capital gain.
Condemnation awards do not always stipulate the portion which is severance damages even though severance
damages were considered in determining the amount of
the total award. However, it is generally to the taxpayer's
advantage for a portion of the award to be treated as severance damages, since the award for severance damages is
not taxable unless it exceeds all of the items listed in the
preceding paragraph. T h e Internal Revenue Service has
taken the position that the total condemnation award is
for the condemned property alone unless the condemning
authority and the property owner clearly stipulate that
an ascertainable portion of the award is severance damages to the retained property. Where severance damages
are considered in reaching a settlement with a condemning authority, the taxpayer should insist that the agreement for sale state clearly the respective dollar amounts
which are for the land taken and for severance damages
to the retained land.
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Schedule
of Training
Courses
COURSE

NUMBER

COURSE

TITLE

DATE

LOCATION

1965
1204 T a x

Practice Development and Administration of Tax Practice

Sept. 13-17

Detroit

1301 M.S.

Electronic Data Processing

Sept. 20-Oct. 1

Chicago

1322 M.S.

Banking Services

Sept. 27-Oct. 1

New York

1302 M.S.

Systems Analysis and Profitability Accounting

Oct. 18-28

Milwaukee

1201 T a x

Principles of Taxation and Research Methodology

Nov. 8-13

New York

1309 M.S.

Advanced Business Systems

Nov. 29-Dec. 3

New York

1966
1304 M.S.

Practice Development and Managing the Engagement

Feb. 7-11

New York

1310 M.S.

Personnel Seminar

Feb. 15-17

Oakbrook

1305 M.S.
1307 M.S.

Marketing Services
Long Range Planning

Mar. 28-Apr. 1

location
not
determined

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

Apr. 18-22

location
not
determined

1103 Audit

Auditing Objectives, Standards, and Procedures

Apr. 25-29

location
not
determined
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Faces in the News

Managing Partner Robert Beyer met with Noel Walker, senior partner of our
Australian firm, and John A. Wilson, international coordinating partner, to
discuss the development of our international group when Mr. Walker visited
the Executive Office this fall.

The accounting faculty of Michigan State University were
guests of the Detroit office recently at a dinner meeting held
at the University. Among those who attended the dinner
were Donald H. Cramer, TRB&S national director of personnel, Paul E. Hamman, partner in charge of the Detroit
office, Professor Herbert Miller and Professor James Don
Edwards.

George C. Ludolph,
advisory
partner in Minneapolis, is shown
in an informal pose . . . hard at
work in front of his canvas.
After attending classes at the
Minneapolis Art Institute, Mr.
Ludolph enrolled in the Grand
Marais Art Colony School in
1957. Since that time his paintings have been shown in a number of exhibits and art shows.

Charles A. Agemian, executive vice president
of Chase Manhattan Bank, spoke on "Laws
of Prudent Thinking"
during the recent
management services training program on
banking services. Shown at the speakers' table
with Mr. Agemian are Anthony c Potenza,
who coordinated the seminar, NHe W.Farnsworth of the TRB&S Banking
Committee,
and Robert G. Stevens, national director of
banking services.

Gregory M. Boni and Robert A. Goldschmidt of TRB&S Management Services in Cleveland are shown conducting a seminar
in Chicago on Scientific Management Techniques held for executive members of the Gray & Ductile Iron Founders' Society.
Similar three-day seminars were held at a series of regional
meetings in Cleveland, San Francisco, New York and St. Louis.

Carlos Valdivia, a senior in our Lima, Peru
office, has a dangerous hobby ...he is an amateur bullfighter. He is shown here "in action"
with a young bull, which he later killed in
the manner of an experienced
matador.

A seminar for senior audit personnel was sponsored by our member firm in Panama in September. In addition to
ten members of the Panama office management group, two representatives from Puerto Rico and one from Jamaica
participated. W. Thomas Porter, director of training for the U. S. A. firm, and James I. Johnston of the International Coordinating Office, conducted the seminar.

Effective Tax Planning
for the Construction Industry
-method of Accounting
by Henry J. Rossi

An audit manager in our Pittsburgh office, Henry J.
Rossi is known for his activities in the construction industry. He has organized and presented seminars sponsored
by the Construction Industry Advancement
Program of
Western Pennsylvania, is the author of a number of published articles, and a frequent speaker on the industry. He
represented TRB&S at the 1965 national convention of
the Associated General Contractors of America, and is a
member of the firm's Real Estate and Construction Industry Committee as well as a member of our Audit-EDP
Committee.
Mr. Rossi, who graduated from Duquesne University in
1955 with a B.S. in Business Administration, has been an
instructor at Carnegie Institute of Technology's
evening
school, where he taught Management Accounting. He is
a member of the American Institute of CPAs and the
Pennsylvania
Institute.

T h e competitive pressures and the price-cost squeeze
presently in existence within the construction industry
have without doubt tended to narrow the available profit
margin. Statistics obtained in the AGC 1963 national survey indicate an average profit margin, after overhead but
before income taxes, of 2 percent. The average profit
margin was slightly higher for contractors doing a volume
of $1,500,000 or less, but held fairly steady for contractors above this volume amount. Recent statistics do not
indicate any improvement in this relatively low earnings
rate. Of course, these are averages, and individual contractors' experience may deviate significantly from them.
/ However, the averages provide valid support for the
\J statement that generally contractors are working with a
relatively small margin as compared to volume.
Considering the narrow profit margin which the indus-
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try must work with, it does not make much sense that a
portion of it should be used to pay income taxes that
don't have to be paid—either permanently or until some
later date. Effective tax planning may well be the device
which will provide additional working capital through
deferral or minimization of income taxes.
Effective tax planning should consider, at a minimum,
the following general attributes:
(1) Long-range
effect

as well as short-range objectives and

(2) Interrelationship
his business
(3)

of the individual, his family and

Flexibility

(4) Sound business judgment as a cause rather than
effect of good tax planning
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The implementation of effective tax planning requires
a comprehensive evaluation of the following areas where
alternative methods or forms are available in determining
taxable income, and where devices are available to minimize effective tax rates and to gain tax advantages for
the business and the shareholders/employees:
(1) Form of organization: proprietorship; partnership; corporation or other
\ £ 2 ) Method of accounting:, cash; accrual; long-term
contract or other
(3) Tax benefits available to shareholders/employees:
profit sharing and pension plans; deferred compensation; insurance; health and accident plans;
stock options; automobile, travel and entertainment reimbursement and others
(4) Problems of closely held (family) corporations
(5) Estate planning
An overall discussion of effective tax planning is beyond
the scope of this article. Certainly, all of the attributes and
areas mentioned in the preceding paragraphs warrant the
attention and understanding of the construction industry
executive. The one area which probably receives relatively
the least attention of the executive is method of accounting. Perhaps this results from the thinking that this is a
decision which the accountant-tax advisor should make
or perhaps it results from the fact that once a decision is
made, it is considered a permanent decision not subject to
rechallenge. However, this area of tax planning should
receive high priority on the management attention list
because of the significant impact which it has on deferral
of income tax payments, thus providing additional working capital to the contractor.
Contractors generally have available to them the following methods of accounting to determine taxable
income:
(1) Cash
(2) Accrual
(3) Long-term contracts:
a. Percentage of completion
b. Completed contract
In accordance with the AGC national survey conducted
in 1963, usage of the various methods by contractors was:
c a s h — 1 1 % ; a c c r u a l — 1 5 % ; percentage of completion
— 3 0 % ; and, completed contract — 4 4 % .
Prior to any in-depth discussion of the tax aspects of
the results from the various methods of accounting, it
might be well to point out that what is good for tax purposes is not necessarily good or even acceptable for accounting and financial reporting purposes. Since this
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article is purely tax oriented, it is not the place for a
comprehensive discussion of the accounting, control and
financial reporting implications in connection with a
choice of method of accounting to determine income under long-term contracts. An authoritative, comprehensive
discussion and presentation of generally accepted accounting principles for contractors, auditing in the construction
industry and illustrative contractor financial statements
and independent auditors' reports are contained in a
May, 1965, publication by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants titled "Audits of Construction
Contractors."
There is no requirement that a contractor use the same
method for both financial reporting and tax purposes.
Construction executives should be familiar with both the
financial reporting and tax effects of a choice of method
of accounting. When effective tax planning dictates the
use of a different method for tax purposes, there generally
should be no reluctance to employ it.
T o demonstrate the significant impact that the choice
of a method of accounting can have on determination of
taxable income, let us review the various methods of accounting, using the following financial information for an
example company:
Financial Information for 1964
(first year of doing

business)

Number of contracts obtained during year
Contract amount
Estimated total cost

One
$2,000,000
1,800,000

Estimated gross profit

$

Amount billed:
Gross
Less retainage of 15%

$1,000,000
150,000

Cash received

$ 850,000
$

Contract costs incurred:
Paid for
Unpaid

$

General overhead:
Paid for
Unpaid

$

700,000
100,000

15,000
10,000

200,000

700,000

$ 800,000

$

25,000

In analyzing this information for our example contractor, note that although only approximately 4 4 % of the
estimated total costs have been incurred to date ($800,000
out of $1,800,000), 5 0 % of the total contract amount has
been billed ($1,000,000 out of $2,000,000). This relation-
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ship of earlier billings on a contract, in advance of work
actually performed, is not uncommon. T h e distortion of
taxable income determined under the various methods of
accounting which results from this advance billing will be
demonstrated in the succeeding sections of this article.
CASH M E T H O D
Generally, under the cash receipts and disbursements
method in the computation of taxable income, all items
which constitute gross income (whether in the form of
cash, property or services) are to be included for the taxable year in which they are actually or constructively
received. Expenditures are to be deducted for the taxable
year in which they are actually made. Income, although
not actually reduced to a taxpayer's possession, is constructively received by him in the taxable year during
which it is credited to his account or set apart for him so
that he may draw upon it at any time. However, income
is not constructively received if the taxpayer's control of
its receipt is subject to substantial limitations or restrictions. If an expenditure results in the creation of an asset
having a useful life which extends substantially beyond
the close of the taxable year, such an expenditure may not
be deductible, or may be deductible only in part, for the
taxable year in which it is made. Examples are expenditures for fixed assets which are subject to depreciation,
and an expenditure for a three-year insurance policy
which must be prorated over the period covered.
A determination of taxable income for the example
company using the cash method of accounting would be:
Cash
Method
Revenues
Contract costs

$700,000
700,000

Gross profit
General overhead

$

Taxable income (loss)

$(15,000)

-015,000

Use of the cash method has the following tax advantages: (1) tax planning may be accomplished through
careful year-end control of receipts and disbursements;
and, (2) if amounts billed and uncollected are in excess
of costs and expenses incurred but not paid, it will result
in less tax than the accrual method.
T h e disadvantages are: (1) if costs and expenses incurred but not paid are in excess of amounts billed and
uncollected, it will result in more tax than the accrual
method; and, (2) as a reflection of income, it is subject
to more challange than are other methods of accounting.
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ACCRUAL M E T H O D
Generally, under the accrual method, income is to be
included for the taxable year when all the events have
occurred which fix the right to receive such income, and
the amount thereof can be determined with reasonable
accuracy. Deductions are allowable for the taxable year
in which all the events have occurred which establish the
fact of the liability giving rise to such deduction, and
the amount thereof can be determined with reasonable
accuracy.
A determination of taxable income for the example
company using the accrual method of accounting could
be either of the following:
Accrual Method
Excluding
Including
Retainage
Retainage

Revenues

$ 850,000

$1,000,000

800,000

800,000

50,000

$ 200,000

25,000

25,000

Contract costs
Gross profit

$

General overhead
Taxable income (loss)

$

25,000

$

175,000

T h e inclusion or exclusion of retainage in the determination of taxable income under the accrual method is
controversial. T a x court cases have decided both ways,
and published literature also is divided. It is obviously
advantageous to exclude retainages. From a tax planning
point of view, this would appear to be the logical choice,
at least until challenged by the Internal Revenue Service.
T h e accrual method is more advantageous for tax purposes if payables are in excess of receivables, as it will
result in less tax than the cash basis.
T h e accrual method has the following tax disadvantages : (1) if receivables are in excess of payables, it will
result in more tax than the cash method; and, (2) it
probably will not allow the flexibility in year-end tax
planning that may be obtained under the other methods
of accounting.
LONG-TERM

CONTRACTS

In addition to the cash and accrual methods which
generally are available to all taxpayers, contractors have
available to them the percentage of completion and completed contract methods of accounting for determining
income from "long-term contracts." The term "longterm contracts" means building, installation, or construction contracts covering a period in excess of one year from
the date of execution of the contract to the date on which
the contract is finally completed and accepted. Although
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the tax regulations prescribe that a contract must cover
a period in excess of one year from the date of execution
to completion and acceptance, the courts have approved
the special methods for contracts of less than one year if
the contract covers two taxable periods.
The tax regulations limit the use of the completed contract and percentage of completion methods of accounting to taxpayers engaged in building, installation or construction. Contracts for architectural or engineering
services are not eligible for the alternative methods. Costplus-fixed-fee contracts with a duration in excess of a year
prior to completion qualify for completed contract accounting. Contracts for the purchase and sale of goods
are ineligible.
PERCENTAGE OF COMPLETION

METHOD

Under the percentage of completion method, the portion of the gross contract price which corresponds to the
percentage of the entire contract completed during the
taxable year shall be included in gross income for such
taxable year. There shall then be deducted all expenditures made during the taxable year in connection with the
contract, account being taken of the material and supplies
on hand at the beginning and end of the taxable year for
use in such contract.
A determination of taxable income for the example
company using the percentage of completion method of
accounting could be one of the following:
Percentage of Completion Method

Revenues
Contract costs

(7)
$1,000,000
800,000

(2)
$ 888,900
800,000

(5)
$1,000,000
900,000

Gross profit

$ 200,000

$

$

General overhead
Taxable
income (loss)

25,000
$ 175,000

88,900
25,000

$

63,900

100,000
25,000

$

75,000

T h e first calculation (1) is based on the deduction of
actual costs incurred from revenues recognized in accordance with amounts billed. Calculation on this basis reflects a literal reading of the income tax regulations and
probably is the most widely used by contractors. Because
of advance billings, these calculations generally result in
acceleration of income recognition. T h e regulations prescribe that certificates of architects or engineers showing
the percentage of completion of the contract during the
taxable year shall be available at the taxpayer's principal
place of business for inspection in connection with an
examination of the income tax return. It has been held,
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however, that absence of such certificate will not deprive
the contractor of use of the percentage of completion
method if the percentage of completion can be determined from his billings.
T h e second calculation (2) is based on a ratio of costs
incurred to total estimated costs ( 4 4 . 4 % ) . This would
appear to present the most realistic recognition of gross
profit and has been accepted in recent court cases. Although either engineering estimates or cost ratios are
acceptable methods, the courts have held that once a
method is selected, it may not be changed without the
permission of the Commisioner.
The third calculation (3) is based on the amount billed,
5 0 % of contract amount, and therefore reflects 5 0 % of
total estimated revenues and 5 0 % of total estimated contract costs. This further demonstrates the difference in
income which may be obtained from the mechanics of
computation.
The following problems may be encountered in application of the percentage of completion method: (1) recognizing income based on amounts billed may cause income
to be prematurely recognized if billings are in advance
of costs incurred; (2) percentage determined based on
amounts billed may be applied to overly-optimistic estimate of total contract costs; and, (3) recognizing income
based on ratio of costs incurred to total estimated costs
will be distorted if total estimated costs are understated.
A solution to these problems might be achieved if: (1)
they receive adequate management attention; and (2) a
realistic approach is taken to cost and profit estimating.
Too often, a desire for a good-looking income statement
obscures the tax penalty which the company is paying for
the statement.
The percentage of completion method has the following advantages: (1) the method generally reflects most
realistically an annual determination of income; and, (2)
generally, with this method, annual income will not
fluctuate as significantly as is possible with the cash and
completed contract method.
The disadvantage of the percentage of completion
method is that, generally, it does not permit the deferral of
income taxes which may be available with the cash or
completed contract methods.
COMPLETED CONTRACT METHOD
Under the completed contract method, income is reported in the year in which the contract is finally completed and accepted. Deducted from gross income for
such year are all expenses which are properly allocable
to the contract, taking into account any material and sup-
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plies charged to the contract but remaining on hand at
the time of completion.
A determination of taxable income for the example
company using the completed contract method of accounting would be:
Completed
Contract
Method

Revenues
Contract costs
Gross profit
General overhead
Taxable income (loss^

$

-0-0$ -025,000
$(25,000)

Generally, the most significant problem encountered
with this method is the determination of which taxable
year income from a contract should be reported. The
regulations state that income is to be reported in the taxable year in which the contract is finally completed and
accepted. However, the Tax Court and the Service have
interpreted the regulations to mean that income is to be
reported in the taxable year in which the contract is substantially completed. Certain of the Courts of Appeals
have held that the Tax Court and the Service are in error
in their interpretation and that the regulations are to be
interpreted exactly as they are written — in the year in
which the contract is finally completed and accepted.
T h e maximum tax advantage available under the completed contract method, deferral of income tax payments
to the latest possible year, is generally obtained if income
is only recognized when the contract is finally completed
and accepted. Consistency of approach is important in
defense of either method used. Receiving final payment
on a contract is not necessarily considered in the decision
as to whether a contract is completed; however, if final
payment is being withheld pending completion of minor
work, this is indicative of the absence of completion and
acceptance. If the uncompleted work is merely maintenance of work previously completed, the maintenance is not
considered in deciding whether the contract is completed.
Overhead expenses directly related to contracts should
be allocated to the contracts. General overhead costs not
directly related to contracts should be deducted in the
year incurred. As the current deduction of overhead costs
generally provides the maximum tax advantage, this position would seem most desirable. Decisions in this area are
likely to be subjected to challenge by the Service, and
consistency of approach is the most effective defense of a
position taken.
T h e completed contract method has the following advantages : (1) it defers payment of taxes on income from
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contracts to the latest possible date; (2) the taxes deferred
are worth, at a minimum, the interest factor which would
have to be paid on borrowed money or the return which
could be earned on the cash retained for at least a year;
and, (3) the deferral of cash payment should provide
additional working capital by deferring income taxes.
The completed contract method has the following disadvantages : (1) income is subject to more fluctuation
from year to year; (2) in the case of smaller corporate contractors and partnerships and proprietorships, income may
be concentrated in certain years at a high tax rate with an
absence of income from other years when a lower rate is
available; and, (3) losses may be recognized only when
contracts are completed.
SUMMARY — METHODS OF ACCOUNTING
The following comparative summary of the taxable
income amounts determined demonstrates the significant
differences which will result from the choice of method
or basis of calculation within a method:
Method and Basis

Cash
Accrual:
Excluding retainage
Including retainage
Percentage of completion:
Based on % of amount billed
Based on % of cost incurred
Based on deduction of actual
costs from amount billed
Completed contract

Income

Loss

$15,000
$ 25,000
175,000
75,000
63,900
175,000
25,000

The" following basic principles should be considered in
evaluating the various methods of accounting:
(1) Over the lifetime of a business, from conception to
termination, its aggregate taxable income will be
the same regardless of the method of accounting
used. However, although aggregate income will
be the same, income reflected in any one year will
vary based on the method used.
(2) Taxes deferred from one year to another are
worth, at a minimum, the interest factor that
would have to be paid on borrowed money or the
return which could be earned on the cash retained.
Intelligent selection of a method of accounting may
provide a tax deferral for every year of a business'
existence except the year of termination.
(3) Because of the normal and surtax corporate rate
structure, fluctuations of corporate income above
and below $25,000 may affect the aggregate tax
paid over the lifetime of a business. The selection
of a method should be based on a long-range,
realistic forecast of business activity.
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GENERAL RULES FOR METHOD OF
ACCOUNTING

CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING METHOD OR
PRACTICE

Although we have discussed under each of the methods
of accounting certain applicable tax rules, there are other
general rules with which contractors should be familiar.
Section 446 of the Internal Revenue Code and the applicable regulations thereunder prescribe the general rules
for methods of accounting. A few of these which should
be considered are:

A change in overall method of accounting may not be
made without first obtaining the permission of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
T h e procedure followed in obtaining permission to
change would b e :

(1) Taxable income shall be computed under the
method of accounting on the basis of which a taxpayer regularly computes his income in keeping
his books.
(2) No method of accounting is acceptable unless, in
the opinion of the Commissioner, it clearly reflects
income.
(3) A method of accounting which reflects the consistent application of generally accepted accounting principles in a particular trade or business in
accordance with accepted conditions or practices
in that trade or business will ordinarily be regarded as clearly reflecting income, provided all
items of- gross income and expense are treated
consistently from year to year.
(4) Each taxpayer must maintain such accounting
records as will enable him to file a correct return.
(5) If the taxpayer does not regularly employ a method
of accounting which clearly reflects his income,
the computation of taxable income shall be made
in a manner which, in the opinion of the Commissioner, does clearly reflect income.
(6) No method of accounting will be regarded as
clearly reflecting income unless all items of gross
profit and deductions are treated with consistency
from year to year.
(7) A taxpayer filing his first return may adopt any
permissible method of accounting in computing
taxable income for the taxable year covered by
such return.
(8) A taxpayer who changes the method of accounting
employed in keeping his books shall, before computing his income upon such new method for
purposes of taxation, secure the consent of the
Commissioner.
By no mean is the above list, or the rules previously discussed in this article, all inclusive.
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(1) T h e taxpayer must file Form 3115 with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Washington 25,
D.C., within 90 days after the beginning of the
year of change.
(2) T h e taxpayer should describe on Form 3115 a
complete explanation of his business purpose for
making the change. When the change in method
is rather involved, the taxpayer should describe in
full how both the old and the new methods are
applied, and the way in which the new method will
more clearly reflect income.
(3) The Commissioner will send the taxpayer a letter
setting forth the terms under which the change will
be permitted. This is called a "terms" letter and
will normally spell out in detail how the taxpayer
is to treat the adjustments.
(4) After the taxpayer accepts the "terms" letter in
writing, he will receive from the Commissioner a
"grant" letter authorizing the change to the new
method.
(5) A copy of the "grant" letter should be attached to
the taxpayer's return for the year of change.
Generally, in securing the Commissioner's consent to a
change in accounting method, a taxpayer may anticipate
difficulty within two broad categories: first, when the
change of accounting method will decrease income in the
year of change; second, in income deferral, that is, in cases
where the change will result in income being reported
substantially later than under the method of accounting
presently employed. Regardless of the anticipated difficulties, if good tax planning dictates a change in method, an
attempt should be made to obtain it. Adequate presentation of the contention that the present method does not
clearly reflect income and a showing of substantial business reason for the change will improve your chances.
In March, 1964, the Service announced a new administrative procedure under which a taxpayer is permitted
to change his accounting practice with respect to any item
of income or expense to an acceptable treatment of such
item except for certain specified areas including a change
in overall method of accounting. In the example computation within the percentage of completion method, three
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answers ranging from $63,900 to $175,000 were obtained.
The accrual computations resulted in answers of $25,000
or $175,000. A change in accounting practice to the more
favorable alternates within these methods would be most
desirable and perhaps obtainable under this new Service
administrative procedure.
The Service has indicated that the taxpayer's request
for a change of accounting practice will receive favorable
consideration, provided he agrees to take any resulting
adjustment (negative or positive) into account ratably
over a ten-year period. This ten-year period for allocating
any adjustment begins generally with the first taxable
year for which a return has not been filed at the time of
the taxpayer's request (year of transition). Since "changes
in accounting practice" are not considered changes in
accounting methods for which application to change
must be made in the first ninety days of the taxable year,
a taxpayer need only file a request prior to the time of
filing the federal income tax return. This timing gives him
a great amount of flexibility in deciding when or whether
a change in accounting practice is in order.
T h e Revenue procedure also points out that if a change
in accounting practice is at issue in a return under exam-
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ination by the I R S , the taxpayer may request application
of these administrative procedures, in which case the procedure will generally be applicable to the most recent
taxable year (year of transition) for which an income tax
return has been filed. This option will be of benefit in
terms of reducing the cost of settling or terminating a
controversy with the IRS.
CONCLUSIONS
The choice of an overall method of accounting or
method of computation within the overall method can
have a significant effect on the annual determination of
taxable income. Because of the tax deferral advantages
inherent in certain of the methods and the resulting improvement in available working capital, the original
choice and any subsequent rechallenge of method of accounting should not be left to the sole discretion of the
contractor's tax or accounting counsel. It should receive
the attention and understanding of the contractor-executive. Because of the complexities of the tax law and regulations, the contractor-executive should make decisions in
this area only after consulting with adequately-informed
tax counsel.
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Comments
on SEC Practice
as to Pooling
of Interests
by Howard L. Kellogg
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Determining the proper accounting for business combinations has become increasingly uncertain in recent
years. The general accounting principles applicable to
business combinations are presented in Accounting Research Bulletin No. 48 issued in 1957 by the Committee
on Accounting Procedure of the AICPA. (The predecessors to ARB 48 were ARB 40, issued in 1950, and Chapter
7(c) of ARB 43, issued in 1953.) General criteria are set
forth which define a pooling of interests as a business combination which is characterized by continuity of ownership interests, of management, and of business.
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Howard L. Kellogg, partner in the
New York office, spent ten and one-half
years on the Securities & Exchange
Commission staff, where he was assistant
chief accountant, before joining TRB&S
in 1953. He has been intimately involved in many conversations with the
SEC over the years involving the accounting for proposed business combinations. This article summarizes his experience in specific cases. His objective is
to enable the reader to distinguish those
business combinations which are clearly
poolings from those which may be poolings. It is important, however, to bear
in mind that the pooling concept is still
developing.
Mr. Kellogg is a member of the
American Institute's Committee on Relations with the SEC and Stock Exchanges, and is also a member of the
American Accounting Association, the
New Jersey Society of CPAs, and the
Institute of Internal Auditors. He graduated from the University of Iowa in
1931, where he received a B.S. in Commerce.
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Over the year these criteria have proved to be extremely
difficult to apply in practice. The desire of businessmen
and accountants alike to minimize or eliminate goodwill
has led to a liberal interpretation of the guidelines so as
to favor pooling over purchase whenever possible.
As a result, interpretations of the pooling criteria have
been stretched to the point where in recent months combinations which in the past would definitely have been
considered to be purchases, have been held to be poolings.
Thus, the Accounting Principles Board, in the recently
issued Opinion # 6 , stated the following:
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The Board believes that Accounting Research Bulletin No. 48 should be continued as an expression of the
general philosophy for differentiating business combinations that are purchases from those that are poolings
of interests, but emphasizes that the criteria set forth
in paragraphs 5 and 6 are illustrative guides and not
necessarily literal requirements.
It is our firm policy not to abdicate to the SEC the
responsibility for determining proper accounting. Before
we advise clients to consult with the SEC or before we
participate in any consultation with the SEC, we have a
responsibility to determine whether, in our opinion, a
particular combination is a pooling or a purchase. In
forming an opinion we must consider the general guidelines, current case developments, and the logic of the end
result.
The SEC has taken a keen interest in the accounting
for business combinations involving registered companies.
Because of the uncertainties in this area of accounting,
the SEC has been forced to form judgments on a case
by case basis without the benefit of firm guidelines. Sometimes the SEC has required purchase accounting for a
proposed combination that management and the CPAs
involved considered to be a pooling. Often this has meant
that a proposed combination must be abandoned because
purchase accounting was not acceptable to the parties
involved.
These developments have created a difficult and confusing situation. It is therefore desirable to summarize the
present thinking of the staff on the subject to the extent
known. T h e information on which this summary is based
has been derived from various cases that have cleared the
staff from time to time and from numerous informal discussions of the subject with its members. This summary,
however, has not been approved by the SEC or its staff.
SEC views on poolings, especially as summarized herein, should be regarded as no more or less than general,
broad guidelines of its own. They are far from hard and
fast rules, and administratively they may be further modified, enlarged or revised as additional cases arise.
POOLING CONCEPT
The staff regards Bulletin 48 as the fundamental expression of what contitutes a pooling. Thus, it holds to
the basic idea that two businesses may be "pooled" insofar as these businesses are represented by respective bodies
of stockholders that join forces on a basis that preserves
the essential buiness-ownership nature of their prior interests. Such ownership is viewed by the staff as evidenced
by equity interests having a voice in the management of
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the continued business, at least to the extent that such
prior interests represent significant parts of the combined
businesses.
Under this philosophy, a purchase paid for entirely in
cash does not qualify for pooling-of-interests accounting.
On the other hand, a combination of companies created
by one company's issuing common stock in full exchange
for the business of the other company or companies contains at least the principal ingredient (issuance of stock)
necessary to pooling-of-interests accounting.
CONTINUITY OF OWNERSHIP
Partial Poolings
The earliest poolings of interest 1 were transactions in
which the combination was effected solely by the issuance
of stock by one corporate party to the other 2 . These early
cases were usually statutory mergers; any cash involved
was related to dissenters' rights under applicable state
law, and resulting cash payments usually were small.
Later, however, combinations were arranged through different procedures or steps. In some cases, the transaction
included significant cash (or cash equivalent) buy-outs of
certain individual stockholders or groups. These situations
introduced the question as to whether the accounting
appropriate to a pooling of interests might properly be
^ used if part of a combination involved cash.
In reaching its decision on the question, the SEC staff
evidently was influenced by the fact that among the early
cases presented for its consideration were those in which
one company had acquired for cash a minority equity
investment in another company and some time later,
perhaps several years, acquired the balance of the outstanding stock by an exchange of stock. T h e staff apparently concluded that the "combination" occurred with
the later step and agreed that the cash investment should
be accounted for as a conventional "purchase" and that
the exchange of stock might properly be accounted for as
a "pooling of interests" (since all other pooling characteristics were present). This was a distinct change from
the previous "all or none" pooling philosophy (full 100%
pooling vs. purchase) to what has come to be described
as "part-purchase, part-pooling" or simply "partial-poolhig" 3 .
From this beginning, the staff apparently arrived at the
general conclusion that the time interval between the cash
purchase and the exchange of stocks was not a necessary
condition of a partial-pooling 4 . Moreover, the staff has
not expressed the view that a floor is required on the
portion of a combination that may be treated as a pooling 5 . In summary, the present policy of the SEC staff is:
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If pooling characteristics are otherwise present, an exchange of equity stocks involved in a full combination of
companies represents a pooling, but any cash or cashequivalent transactions forming a part of the combination
must be accounted for as a purchase.
The term partial-pooling virtually describes the accounting followed. The portion of the combination that
is effected by payment of cash is accounted for as a
purchase. The portion represented by the issuance of an
appropriate equity security (customarily common stock)
is accounted for as a pooling of interests. Accordingly,
any excess of total value, represented by the sum of the
cash paid and the fair value of the stock issued, over the
net assets of the business being pooled with the issuer
must be recognized in the accounts of the combined companies (as "goodwill" or in other appropriate ways) in
the proportion of cash to the total value 6 . Subject to some
exceptions not peculiar to "partial-poolings" as distinct
from full poolings, retained earnings of the business being
pooled with the issuer are carried forward into the combined retained earnings to the extent measured by the
proportion of the capital stock issued to the total consideration. T h e income statements reflecting the pooling also
follow the partial-pooling treatment. It may be appropriate to fully combine current and prior-year income statements of component companies and to show for the
"purchase" a minority interest in earnings for periods
prior to the date of the cash payment. If the purchase
element of the combination exceeds 50% of the total, it
may be more desirable not to combine the statements of
the component companies for periods prior to the cash
payment, but rather to add to the issuer's income statement for such periods, as a "one-line consolidation," the
equity in earnings related to the pooling portion of the
combination.
Apparently, the SEC staff's exceptions to the rules of
requiring any cash or cash equivalent to be accounted for
as a purchase have been relatively rare, at least in recent
years. One kind of exception that occasionally has been
made involved a special set of circumstances. In this
situation, some of the stockholdings of one of the parties
to the combination, usually the smaller company, represented elderly-family interests that for some years had not
actively participated in the business but had left the
management to a younger generation of stockholders, most
often sons or others with close family ties. In these circumstances (sometimes informally referred to as the "old
stockholder r u l e " ) , the patriarchs were allowed to sell
their company, for cash, at least some portion of their
stock interest without destroying the full-pooling charDECEMBER,
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acter of the combination. This partial liquidation feature
presumes that the essential business of the company involved is not significantly affected by the transaction.
Stock Sell-offs
While the partial-pooling approach may deal adequately with the situation in which cash necessarily has
been or is being paid, in most business combinations efforts
are made to avoid both the need for making cash outlays
and the equally undesirable recognition of a purchase
premium, whether in the form of goodwill or allocable
amounts. However, one or more of the parties on one
side of the combination may very well insist on obtaining
some cash as a condition of agreement to the transaction.
This may be accomplished by issuing stock but allowing
the recipients to sell off to outside parties some portion
of the total received. The staff of the SEC has agreed
that hardships, or other practical difficulties, might develop if the rigid view were taken that no such sale or
sales were permitted without the pooling's being negated
or elements of purchase accounting introduced. This permission was extended from small amounts, originally, to
material percentages, with the staff ultimately establishing
an informal " 2 5 % rule" as a practical working limit on
the amount of sell-off that could be regarded as acceptable. It is clear that the partial sell-off of issued stock
differs significantly from cash buy-outs in that the same
quantitative stock interest, in a sell-off, is continued with
substituted stockholders; but in the cash buy-out, a stock
interest is eliminated 7 .
It should be noted that the sell-off of a stock interest
by parties to a pooling has other ramifications. Frequently,
such a sell-off may not be undertaken (regardless of questions involving pooling accounting) without the filing of
a registration statement under the Securities Act of 1933
(except perhaps in some very limited "Rule 133" situations) . Many poolings, as a condition imposed upon the
issuer, require that recipients of stock be furnished with
an effective registration statement and prospectus. Usually
there is a time limit (commonly one to three years) to
this provision in the pooling agreement. In some cases,
the effective registration is a condition precedent to
closing, and usually the issuer is required by the agreement to keep the prospectus up to date (with a section
10(a) (3) "bring u p " prospectus under the Securities
Act) in the event that the permitted sale is deferred for
the designated time-limit period. This is one kind of
"shelf" registration that the SEC permits. 8 It could not
ordinarily relate to more than 25% of the issued stock
and, under the staff's practices, the issuer continues to
treat such stock as part of a pooling.
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If not more than 25% of the stock issued in a pooling
may be disposed of promptly without destroying a transaction as a pooling, when, if ever, may additional amounts
of such stock be sold? The staff has indicated its recognition of the fact that recipient stockholders cannot be
"locked in" with their stock indefinitely or for long periods
of time. T h e staff has in the past given considerable
weight to the existence of investment letters wherein the
recipient stockholders agree not to sell their stock for a
specified period under conditions that would constitute
a public offering. For reasons that relate more to the
registration requirements under the Securities Act of
1933 than to pooling accounting, the restriction period
has varied considerably in practice. Frequently, it is for
two years; and, in some cases, the period is as short as
one year. But apart from the period of time included in
such restrictive agreements, or even the existence of any
investment letter, it may be assumed that the SEC staff
will consider carefully whether there is a likelihood of
early disposition of large amounts of the pooled stock
and may in some circumstances insist on a restriction on
the sale for some minimum period such as a year. 9
Minority

Interests

No cases are known of the staff's accepting as a pooling
in any part a combination in which a significant portion
represented a cash purchase subsequent to the transaction
for the portion represented by an exchange of stock. Such
a situation undoubtedly could qualify as a partial-pooling
if the time interval were very short and the delay purely
technical. But this possibility must be related to a frequently expressed view of the staff that under its interpretation of Bulletin 48 almost no minority interest may remain outstanding. 10 To the staff, this apparently means
not over two or three percent or possibly up to four percent. If bona fide efforts have been made to obtain all of
the stock 11 and the staff is satisfied that they will in good
faith be made on a continuing basis, objection may not
be made if the minority is somewhat larger.
Non-voting

Securities

Bulletin 48 refers to "ownership interests" continuing in
the single business 12 (paragraph 4 ) . It also refers to
"shares of stock that are received by the several owners of
one of the predecessor corporations" (paragraph 5 ) .
Finally, the bulletin states that "if relative voting rights,
as between the constituents, are materially altered through
the issuance of senior equity or debt securities having
limited or no voting rights, a purchase may be indicated"
(paragraph 5 ) . 1 3 This language of the bulletin has been
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taken by accountants generally and by the SEC staff to
mean that the issuance of a debt security to former
stockholders is the' equivalent of cash for purposes of pooling considerations. This would be true even if the debt
security were convertible into common stock. Also, many
accountants would undoubtedly agree with views of the
SEC staff that, under Bulletin 48, a non-voting preferred
stock would, in most cases, represent a cash equivalent.
USE O F P R E F E R R E D S T O C K
Non-voting

and

Convertible

It is not believed that the SEC staff has made any
exceptions as to debt securities, although it might conceivably do so if the terms of the conversion were such
as virtually to assure early conversion and if these securities were a small part of the total. T h e staff has made a
few exceptions in the cases of non-voting, convertible
preferred. These fall within three known categories, possibly more. One is a situation in which the proposed recorded value of the preferred is less than either of the
liquidation prices (voluntary or involuntary) and a distorted result otherwise occurs. The latter was held to be
the case when, as a result of valuing the preferred, for the
purpose of recording a "purchase," at less than liquidation value, a "negative goodwill" was to be created. 14
Another category of exception becomes operative when
for tax and other special reasons, the non-voting preferred
is convertible at a price that almost guarantees conversion
and is being issued only to a special, limited group of
former common shareholders. 15 The third type of exception is based on a situation in which the non-voting character of the preferred is of no real substance. This would
be true if the total vote of the preferred were to represent
only a small portion, say up to 15%, of the total vote in
the combined business and one other single interest owned
sufficient voting power which would almost guarantee
control. 16 It should be noted that in all of these exceptions
with respect to preferred stock, the combinations otherwise readily and clearly qualified as poolings. It is quite
unlikely that the SEC would agree to such exceptions if
the combinations were border-line or weak cases in their
pooling characteristics.
Callable
It may be assumed that the SEC staff would question
the propriety of pooling accounting as applied to a preferred issued with a call price provided, for that would
seem to assure early elimination of the preferred. If it can
be shown that the call provision is intended as a bona
THE
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fide protection against economic and securities market
changes, the right of the issuer to make an early redemption of the preferred may not be objected to if, in addition, the pooling clearly meets the other customary tests.

CLASS A — C L A S S B S T O C K

Stock Put
A similar situation would involve a proposal in a pooling agreement to give the recipients of stock an option in
the form of a put against the issuer. This would seem to
involve substantially the same problems as a call price,
except in accentuated form. A put seems to indicate more
strongly an intention on the part of the recipients of
pooled stock to liquidate and not really to continue as
bona fide "ownership interests." While some put arrangements might be acceptable to us and to the SEC if the
put could not be exercised for a long period of time, it
seems evident that a put providing immediate or early
liquidation rights would violate the principles of Bulletin
48. We have so held and so has the SEC staff.
Liquidation

Price

Also with respect to preferred stock, the SEC has
special disclosure requirements if the involuntary liquidation price exceeds the par or stated value. (See Rule
3-19(d) (3) of Regulation S-X.) In regard to poolings,
the preferred view in the opinion of the SEC staff is
that, in the event and to the extent that such an excess
is involved, retained earnings of the constituent corporation — the stockholders of which receive such a preferred
stock — should not survive as retained earnings of the
combination.
Voting

point strongly in the direction of a pooling, it is doubtful
that the staff would object to the balancing of some voting
power against other advantages inherent in the preferred. 17

Rights

Problems can arise as to the division of voting power
among the equity groups. It is doubtful if the SEC would
accept mere token-voting for a preferred stock, such as
might be arranged by setting the par value and liquidation rights at very high amounts, since the "relative voting
rights" would not be preserved. Moreover, the staff does
not consider the voting right accruing to preferred in the
event of default as the "voting right" contemplated in
Bulletin 48. A more difficult question may be presented if
the only voting right of the preferred is to elect substantially less than a proportionate number of the board of
directors, although the SEC staff might accept this as
meeting the voting requirement in some special situations.
But in any case, there is no reason to believe that the staff
would always insist on a strict pro rata division of voting
power. If the voting power resting in the preferred is not
insignificant, if the stock is convertible, and if other tests
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The comments contained herein with respect to preferred stock would probably apply in the case of many
Class A - Class B capital stocks. In any event, it should
be kept in mind, and the SEC staff apparently gives
weight to the fact, that Bulletin 48, in referring to ownership interests, states in a footnote: "As used in this Bulletin, the term 'ownership interests' refers basically to
common stock, although in some cases the term may also
include other classes of stock having senior or preferential
rights as well as classes whose rights may be restricted in
certain respects."
R E L A T I V E SIZE O F C O M P A N I E S
The accounting profession has tended to abandon the
90%-to-95%-size test referred to in Bulletin 48. The SEC
substantially accepted the trend; and in October, 1965,
the Accounting Principles Board of the AICPA issued its
Opinion No. 6 which has the effect of concurring with
professional practice. 18
USE O F T R E A S U R Y S T O C K
It is not uncommon, in combinations, for the issuing
company to use treasury stock rather than unissued stock.
Thus far, at least, the SEC staff has not been disposed to
question the use of treasury stock for pooling purposes.
It has, however, indicated that if the treasury stock has
been carried at cost, any excess of such cost over the par
or stated value of the stock may be charged against paidin surplus only to the extent of the pro rata amount per
share previously paid in on such stock. This is not considered a modification of Bulletin 48 which states that
if the stated capital of the surviving corporation is more
than the stated capital of the constituent corporations,
"the excess may be deducted first from the total of any
other contributed capital (capital surplus), and next
from the total of any earned surplus . . ." (paragraph
ll)19.
CONTINUITY OF MANAGEMENT
Bulletin 48 includes the following point as an "attendant circumstance" to be considered in determining
whether a pooling or a purchase is involved in the continuity of management or the power to control management: ". . . if the management of one of the constituents
is eliminated or its influence upon the overall management
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of the enterprise is very small, a purchase may be indicated" (paragraph 6 ) . T o ensure that no question would
be raised about this factor, many poolings stipulated the
inclusion of one or more management representatives for
each of the constituents on the board of directors of the
combined business. This feature is no longer common
except in those cases in which, because of the importance
and size of the constituents, negotiation or business reasons
require that such a step be taken. Currently, it appears
that the SEC is satisfied, especially if all other features of
a pooling are clearly present, if those who really "run"
the business at the top management level, are brought
into the combination in a similar functioning capacity 20 .
C O N T I N U I T Y O F BUSINESS
Another "attendant circumstance" mentioned in Bulletin 48 to be considered with respect to a pooling concerns continuity of the businesses carried on by the constituents. T h e bulletin's comment is that "abandonment
or sale of a large part of the business of one or more of
the constituents militates against considering the combination as a pooling of interests (paragraph 6 ) . The SEC
staff has not, however, objected to the pooling of a business that has, by itself, been a complete, separate business
and accounting entity, which has not been dependent
upon or integrated, businesswise, with other components
of a larger corporate complex, and in which the other
components, for business reasons independent of the pooling, have been liquidated or otherwise disposed of. However, if the business in such a situation had been a parent
company or single corporation, and the other business
units disposed of had been relatively large and the losses
on disposition were of a material amount, and accordingly
there were significant residual effects reflected in the retained earnings or deficit of the continuing business to be
pooled, questions might well be raised as to the propriety
of its combination with another company in a pooling.
ACCUMULATED EARNINGS OF PARTNERSHIPS
Pooling-of-interests accounting generally results in the
carry-forward into the accounts of the combined businesses of the earned surpluses and deficits, if any, of the
constituent corporations 21 . The SEC staff does not construe accumulated profits of a partnership, whether or
not carried to the partners' capital accounts, as the equiv-

1

While the term "pooling" had previously been used in a
few isolated instances, its employment was largely descriptive
of the business or its economic end-result. It was not used to
describe a form of transaction to which a particular accounting
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alent of earned surplus of a corporation and insists that
such profits be capitalized by inclusion in paid-in surplus.
IS P O O L I N G P E R M I S S I V E ?
One question not often raised in practice and seldom
discussed is concerned with whether the management of
a combination of companies in which pooling-of-interests
characteristics are deemed to exist has an option to follow
or reject pooling accounting. T h e SEC staff has indicated
that such accounting is permissive only, and not mandatory. In this respect, the staff does not appear to be following the rather clear language of Bulletin 48 which
"differentiates [between] . . . two types of combinations,
the first of which is designated herein as a purchase and
the second as a pooling of interests, and indicates the
nature of the accounting treatment appropriate to each
type." Many accountants might accept this view as a
practical answer to an area of accounting in which the
guidelines are, to say the least, very broad, often vague.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to find examples of
business combinations that fit the most exacting interpretation of a pooling of interests, including those in which
the component companies are in related businesses and
of substantially the same size. It could easily be supposed
that the SEC staff might reach a point where, in such a
clear-cut case at least, it would modify its position and
consider pooling accounting to be required.
CONCLUSION
The discussion herein of the various aspects of a business combination that should be considered in determining the propriety of pooling accounting suggests that the
guidelines set forth in Bulletin 48 and in case-by-case
practice under the bulletin remain quite broad. The concept embodied in poolings of interests is still developing.
It is necessary to give due weight to the criteria set forth
in Bulletin 48 and to SEC views regarding poolings. At
the same time, it is desirable to avoid considering these
criteria and views as inflexible rules. If the facts of a
particular case suggest that pooling accounting achieves
the result contemplated by Bulletin 48 but may depart
in some particular from a practice that the SEC has
accepted, it would be prudent to discuss the case with the
staff before final commitments are made.

procedure would be applied. The SEC staff usually used the
term "merger," until the term "pooling of interests" was introduced in its present context in 1950. See Black, William M.,
"Certain Phases of Merger Accounting," 83 J of A 214 (March,
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1947), which discusses the merger (pooling) of Celanese Corporation of America and Tubize Rayon Corporation. See also
Wilcox, Edward B., "Business Combinations" [an analysis of
mergers, purchases, and related accounting procedures], 89 J
of A 102 (February, 1950). Wilcox used the term "merger"
"when the nature of the business combination is a pooling of
interests."
2
See pooling of Celanese Corporation of America and
Tubize Rayon Corporation, Note 1 supra. This case was used
to introduce the pooling-of-interests concept to the profession
as a whole. I n sequence, it was folowed by Wilcox's article
(also Note 1 supra) and then by Accounting Research Bulletin 40 (1950 ).
3
One of the first, and probably the first to which a partialpooling treatment was applied as a conceptual matter, was the
merger of Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co. into United States
Pipe and Foundry Co. in October, 1952. U.S. Pipe had previously owned 54.8% of Sloss-Sheffield. A somewhat clearer
example is indicated by the pooling of Western Auto Supply
Co. (Mo.) into Beneficial Finance Co. (Prospectus of Beneficial, December 11, 1962). T h e purchase was 46.73%, the
pooling 53.27%. In this connection, see discussion about combinations involving part cash and part common stock by Arthur
R. Wyatt, "A Critical Study of Accounting for Business Combinations," Accounting Research Study No. 5, A I C P A (1961),
pages 98-100.
4
See pooling of Denver Dry Goods Co. into Associated Dry
Goods Corp. (February, 1965). This was a 2 5 % purchase and
a 7 5 % pooling, all in a single transaction.
5
Cases are known in which the pooling portion of a single
transaction has been as little as 2 8 % . Some accountants may
question the logic of applying partial-pooling accounting in
such a situation if the cash or "purchase" element is over 7 5 %
of the total.
6
This method of determining the "excess" applicable to the
cash purchase would seem to be appropriate if the cash payment and exchange of stock occur more or less as a single
transaction. If the cash purchase has occurred earlier, even
though it involves less than 5 0 % of the equity of the other
company, the cash would necessarily be matched against the
proportionate underlying equity at the date of the purchase.
The SEC staff has not commented upon such determinations.
7
T h e policies discussed as to sell-offs and buy-outs are applications and interpretations of the language of Bulletin 48
to the effect that in a pooling "substantially all of the ownership interests in the constituent corporations become the owners
of a single (business) which owns the assets and businesses of
the constituent corporations . . ." (paragraph 4 and see paragraph 1) and "a plan or firm intention and understanding to
retire a substantial part of the capital stock issued to the owners
of one or more constituent corporations, or substantial changes
in ownership occurring shortly before or planned to occur
shortly after the combination, is a purchase" (paragraph 5 ) .
8
Section 6 ( a ) of the Securities Act of 1933 has been construed as generally proscribing registration "for the shelf" (an
if, as, and when proposal). It reads: "A registration statement
shall be deemed effective only as to the securities specified
therein as proposed to be offered."
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9

As respects the registration requirements under the Securities Act of 1933, the SEC permits incidental sales. See Rules
133(d) and 1954. T h e principles of these rules would undoubtedly be accepted as to sales of pooled stocks.
10
T h e language of the bulletin is that the continuation of a
parent subsidiary relationship does not prevent a combination
from being a pooling "if no significant minority interest remains outstanding" (paragraph 4 ) .
11
T h e minority interest usually arises when the exchange of
stock is the result of an "offer of exchange." Such minority
interest may, of course, be eliminated subsequently by liquidation of the subsidiary. T h e SEC staff is not disposed to object
to a minority interest if it is satisfied, through appropriate
representation, that liquidation (and hence elimination of the
minority) may be expected to occur within a reasonable period
of time.
12
One or more constituent corporations may continue in
existence in a subsidiary relationship (paragraph 4 ) .
13
T h e discussion insofar as it relates to voting rights should
be considered in the light of Opinion No. 6 of the Accounting
Principles Board of the A I C P A issued in October, 1965, and
dealing with the status of Accounting Research Bulletins. In
Opinion 6, the Board states that Bulletin 48 "should be continued as an expression of the general philosophy for differentiating business combinations that are purchases from those
that are poolings of interests, but emphasizes that the criteria
set forth in paragraphs 5 and 6 are illustrative guides and not
necessarily literal requirements." It seems quite likely that this
position of the APB will encourage the SEC toward a relatively
liberal interpretation of the comments contained in Bulletin
48 concerning the voting rights of securities issued.
14
Boise-Cascade Corporation and Minnesota and Ontario
Paper Co. combination — Proxy dated December 28, 1964.
15
Admiral Plastic Corporation (now APL Corporation) —
Prospectus dated September 18, 1961 (Form S-l Registration
Statement 2-18590).
16
See Kaiser Cement and Gypsum Corporation — Longhorn Portland Cement Co. —• Proxy dated September 8, 1965.
17
This is perhaps even more likely as a result of Opinion
No. 6 of the APB. See Note 13 supra.
18
T h e Bulletin's language is: ". . . where one of the constituent corporations is clearly dominant (for example, where the
stockholders of one of the constituent corporations obtain 9 0 %
to 9 5 % or more of the voting interest in the combined enterprise), there is a presumption that the transaction is a purchase
rather than a pooling of interests" (paragraph 6 ) . T h e language of Opinion No. 6 is contained in Note 13 supra.
19
APB Opinion No. 6 previously referred to (Note 13) also
discusses accounting for treasury stock. With respect to poolings, it states that, where used for such purpose, it "should be
accounted for as though it were newly issued, and the cost
thereof should receive the accounting treatment appropriate
for retired stock."
20
See modification as to paragraph 6 of Bulletin 48 contained
in APB Opinion No. 6, Note 13 supra.
21
Bulletin 48 sanctions this "except to the extent otherwise
required by law or appropriate corporate action" (paragraph
9).
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The Winners!
1965 Competition for Published Articles

Our judges, advisory partners George D . Bailey of
Rancho Santa Fe, California, Ralph V . H u n t of Los
Angeles, and Edward P. Tremper of Bellevue, Washing-

1
r i z e D° n a ' d c - Wiese, Boston
1 sstt PPrize
"Techniques of Installment Sales
$500
and Revolving Credit"

ton, also wish to recognize the exceptionally fine articles

23rd Annual
Institute
Federal Taxation,
1965

by Walter H . Diamond and Bernard M . Mulvey, both
from the Executive office.*
Writing is an important part of professional development,
and the purpose of this competition is to encourage our

2nd Prize

Sanford S. Ackerman, New York

people in this activity. O u r 1966 Competition for Pub-

$300

lished Articles is open to all members of the TRB&S pro-

"Business Management Methods in
Social Action Programs"

fessional staff.*

Quarterly,

June

To qualify, an article must have been published in The
Quarterly or appeared in an outside publication between
September 1, 1965 and August 31, 1966. Prizes will be
edge and public relations value. Deadline for the next

3rd Prize
tOAfl
y£\3\J

judging is August 31st. T h e winners will be announced

(2-way tie)

awarded on a basis of timeliness, style, technical knowl-

in the December

Quarterly.

Richard S. Bodman, San Francisco
"Directors of Small Banks Can Better
Fulfill Their Responsibilities"
Quarterly,

June

Russell Palmer, Denver
Management of Engagements
Quarterly, March

Articles appearing in The Quarterly will automatically
be included in the judging, but it will be the responsibility
of the author to submit his article if it is published elsewhere. Entries should be submitted as they are published
throughout the year.
*Last year it was announced that articles by Executive
office personnel and those admitted to partnership at
September 1 would not be included in the competition.
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Honorable
Mention
(For a
Short Article)

Marvin E'Golf, San Diego, "An Apartment House Owner Looks at Pro. C T h e
Transient Oc cupancy T a x " Rental
~.
, ,T
Owners News.
THE

QUARTERLY

Hugh Dysart, partner in charge in Boston, presents check to Donald C. Wiese.

%I r
In

Carleton H. Griffin, partner in Denver,
gives check to Russell E. Palmer.

Sanford S.

Ackerman

Richard S.

Bodman

Speaking Engagements
n.HR

Advanced Business

AUDIENCE

SUBJECT

DATE

SPEAKER

Systems
Sept. 29

Problems of Management Information Display in Advanced Business
Systems

Society for Information Display, New York City

Oct. 21

The Man-Machine Interface in
Management Information Systems

Westchester-Fairfield Chapter of Association
Computing Machinery

Aug. 4-6

Discussion Leader

American Management Workshop—New York City

Aug. 12

Importance of EDP Accounting Organization

University of Chicago

Oct. 22

Economics of ADP

Symposium on the Economics of Automatic Data
Processing, Rome

Oct. 28

Impact of the Total Business Systems
Approach on the Organization
Structure of Business

National Association
Chapter in Detroit

HAMMERTON, JAMES C.

Oct.

Chairman — Scheduling
Scale Projects

T I M S , Rochester, New York

HEAD, ROBERT V.

Nov.

SPRAGUE, RICHARD E.

B L U M E N T H A L , SHERMAN C.

CRANE, ROGER R.

4

of

Large

of

Accountants,

for

Oakland

Automatic Credit Transfer Systems:
Emergence of the Checkless Society

Envelope Manufacturers Association, San Francisco

Sept. 23

Store of 1970

Retail Research Institute Electronics
New York City

Oct. 27

Considerations for Real-Time Systems

American Management Association, New York City

SPAULDING, HARRY L.

Nov. 5

The State of The Art

Georgia Society of CPAs—Seminar on Electronic
Data Processing in the Medium Size Business

V E S T , GEORGE B.

Oct. 13-15

Corporation Taxes

Georgia Society of C P A s — A n n u a l Tax Institute

G E R R I S H , SCOTT

Oct. 19

Management Services by CPAs for
Small Business

Kiwanis Club—Haverhill, Mass.

W I E S E , DONALD C.

Sept. 10

Experiences with the Installment
Method and Revolving Credit Accounts

Financial Vice Presidents of Associated Merchandising Corporation

Oct. 9

Compensation Problems

Northeastern University Federal Tax Forum

BRAGG, J A M E S R.

Sept. 9

Third Generation Computers

Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry

DAVID, IRWIN T. AND

Sept. 21

The Third Generation ComputersTheir Costs and Capabilities

American Institute
Chicago Chapter

8-10

Conference,

Atlanta

Boston

Chicago

M o s s , H E N R Y S.
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of

Industrial

THE

Engineers —

QUARTERLY

DATE
DAVIDSON, H. J U S T I N

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Aug. 5-6

Statistical Sampling

National Association for Bank Audit, Control and
Operation

Aug. 16

Computer Operations

Computer & Operations Research Seminar—Professors group sponsored by the University of Chicago

Aug. 17

Keeping Control over the Computer

Controllers'
Group

Dec. 15-17

Statistical Sampling for Banking

American Banking Association—Operations Research
Seminar

Congress — Western

States

Regional

Conducted panel discussion—Internal Control in the Computer Era

Chicago Retail Controllers' Association

Internal Control in the Computer
Era

Retail Controllers Association—Houston

Conducted seminar—Pension
Profit Sharing Plans

and

American Institute of CPAs' Professional Development Courses

Sept. 24

Evaluation of the Financial Statement from an Audit Viewpoint

Industrial Suppliers & Machinery Credit Group—
Midwest Credit Service Corporation

SCHWANBECK, WlLLIAM J. Sept. 29

Business for Sale: Buying? Selling?
Trading?

Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry—
Management Training & Communications Division Tax Seminar

Earnings & Profit—An
Yardstick

16th Annual Tennessee Tax Institute

EBERT, CARROLL E.

Nov. 16
HAUSMAN, DONALD I.
L E O N E , P H I L I P E.

Dec. 10

Important

Cincinnati
BERNSTEIN, B E N J A M I N

Oct. 29

Change, Challenge and Opportunity

The Arkansas Society of CPAs

Nov. 11

Profitability Accounting

Central Trust Company Correspondent Seminar

Feb. 17, '66 Professional Ethics

University of Cincinnati—Beta Alpha Psi Accounting Honor Society

May '66

Presentation of the Benjamin Bernstein Scholarship Award

University of Cincinnati

May '66

Presentation of the Benjamin Bernstein Scholarship Award

Xavier University

Oct. '66

Profitability Accounting

National Association of
Midwest Conference

Oct.

Credit

Management

Dayton
Inventory Management

Engineers' Club

Oct. 28

Profitability Accounting

The Mead Corporation—Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

C U N N I N G H A M , K E I T H A.

Oct.

The Accounting Environment

The Mead Corporation—Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

SACH, ROBERT J.

Nov. 9

Sales Forecasting

Budget Executives Institute

Oct. 1

Ohio Franchise Taxes

Cleveland Chapter—Ohio Society of CPAs

Nov. 12

Ohio Franchise Taxes

Dayton Chapter—Ohio Society of CPAs

Oct. 27

Cash Flow Analysis

The Mead Corporation—Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

Oct. 11

Civic Responsibility

Centerville High School P.T.A.

Oct. 28

Interpretation and Comparability of
Financial Data

The Mead Corporation—Seminar for Non-Financial
Executives

BRESNAHAN, JAMES C.

SCHUBERT, FRANCIS J.

SHANK, J O H N

K.

TAYLOR, CHARLES

G.

WALLACE, IRL C.

18

27

Denver
FIEDELMAN, RONALD S.

Dec.

G R I F F I N , CARLETON H.

Oct.

PALMER, R U S S E L L E.

NOV. 4

DECEMBER, 1 9 6 5

26

Charitable Contributions

Allied Jewish Community Council of Denver

Your First Two Years in Public Accounting

University of Colorado—Beta Alpha Psi

Problems Involved in the Approach
to and Completion of an Audit

Regis College—Accounting Faculty and Accounting
Students
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SPEAKER

DATE

PALMER, R U S S E L L E. AND
PETERSON, RICHARD L.

SUBJECT

NOV. 10

Nov. 16
Dec. 7

STAMP, ROBERT L.

AUDIENCE

The CPA Profession's New Look and
its Significance to Bankers

Denver Chapter of the American Institute of Banking

The CPA Profession

Attendees at a Regional Banking Course sponsored
by The American Institute of Bankers

Internal Control

Administrative Management Society

Detroit
BIANCO, J O S E P H P., JR.

Oct.

Management Systems of the Future

Michigan State University, Accounting Club

BODMAN, H E N R Y E.,

Sept.

1

Organization and Methods of Republican Party Fund Raising in
Michigan

Wayne State University, Young Republicans

Sept.

14

How to Aid Managers in Making
Better Decisions

National Association
Chapter

Sept.

17

Uniform Accounting and Auditing
for Municipal Government

Annual Convention of the Michigan
League

II

6

of

Accountants,

Houston
Municipal

COLEMAN, RONALD G.

Oct.

6

Management Systems of the Future

Michigan State University, Accounting Club

CRAIGHEAD, GEORGE P.

Oct.

11

Planning for Dealership Profit

Caterpillar Tractor Dealers Western Regional Conference, Denver

EDGAR, JAMES M.

Sept. 22

Profit Planning

Atlanta Chapter of the Budget Executives Institute

J A M E S , WILLIAM R.

Sept,

Profitability Accounting

Atlanta Chapter of the Budget Executives Institute

J E N S E N , WALLACE M.

Sept. 23-24 Treatment of Fixed Assets, including
Sales and Leasebacks of Banking
Premises, Leasing; Depreciation,
Investment
Credit,
Recapture
Problems

The First Annual Bank Tax Institute Sponsored by
The Banking Law Journal and The Bankers
Magazine

22

Oct. 22

Changes in Accounting Methods

University of Texas Law School—Thirteenth Annual
Taxation Conference

Sept. 2

Management Accounting

Ross County Industrial Management Club, Chillicothe, Ohio

Sept. 15
Sept. 15
Oct. 6

Public Accounting as a Career
Public Accounting as a Career
Management Systems of the Future

ARMBRUSTER, GORDON H.

NOV. 1

Organization and the Individual:
The Problem of Reconciliation

American Management Association Seminar on
Manpower Planning and Control—New York

BEYER, ROBERT

Oct. 18

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, Kansas City
Chapter

Profitability Accounting

National Association
Chapter

LYON, RICHARD C.
PATTERSON, RICHARD A.
S M I T H , DAVID M.
W I S H A R T , ROBERT D.

Accounting Students at Oakland Community College
Accounting Students at Oakland Community College
Michigan State University, Accounting Club

Executive Office

Dec. 15

DIAMOND, WALTER H.
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of Accountants,

Pittsburgh

Jan. 10, '66 Top Management in the 1970'sAnd Beyond

NRMA—55th Annual Convention—New York City

Feb. 2, '66

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, Morristown,
New Jersey Chapter

April 22,
'66

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, Raritan Valley
Chapter

June 27, '66 Management Services Information
Systems in the Space Age

National Association of Accountants National Convention—New York

Sept. 29

Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers
Abroad

American Management Association—New York

Nov. 4

Export Credits

Motor & Equipment Manufacturers
Export Credit Group, New York

Jan. 4,'66

Foreign Trade & Investment Forecast

Jan. 5, '66

U.S. Trade Outlook in 1966

Association

Foreign Credit Interchange Bureau, New York
Machinery & Metals Export Club, New York
THE

QUARTERLY

SPEAKER

DATE

JENNINGS, DONALD W.

PORTER, W.

THOMAS

Common Market Problems

Oct. 27-30

Finance for Operating Officers

May, 16,
'66

Accounting & Finance
financial Executives

M.

Seminar—Mead Paper Company—Dayton, Ohio
Non-

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
12th Annual Accounting and Tax Seminar, Iowa
State Society of CPAs

Auditing and EDP

Philadelphia Chapter of Pennsylvania Institute of
CPAs

Oct. 22

Controls and Accuracy in EDP Systems

Third Annual Conference—Data Processing Management Association, Providence, R. I.

Nov. 22

Profit Planning & Control in Service
Industries

Manhattan Chapter, National Association of Accountants

Dec. 6-10

Auditing Electronic Systems

Graduate Seminar in Auditing, Graduate School of
Business, Rutgers University

Feb. 22,
'66

Cost Center Concept

Family Service Association of America—Executive
Program for Directors of Agencies—Columbia
University, New York

Sept. 22

The Department Store of 1970 and
The Use of Decision Rule Systems
in Inventory Management

San Francisco Retail Research Institute's Annual
Electronics Conference

Oct. 21

Influences of EDP on the Controller's Role over the Next Five
Years

Chicago Retail Controllers Association

Oct. 27

Management Technology as an Aid
to the Retail Research Director

New York—Retail Research Directors Council

Nov. 9

Effective Communication through
EDP in Multi-Unit Operations

Phoenix—Allied Stores Annual Store Directors
Meeting

Sept 17

Bigness in Accounting

CPA Associates—Dallas

Sept 19

Change, Challenge and Opportunity

Association of CPA Examiners —Dallas

Sept 20

The Urgency of Opportunity

AICPA Annual Meeting—Dallas

Oct. 22-23

Long Range Planning Seminar

Illinois Society of CPAs Seminar—Chicago

Oct. 27

The Attest Function

University of Chicago, Graduate—Faculty Seminar

Nov. 10

The Accounting Profession: What's
Ahead?

Colorado Society of CPAs—Denver

Dec. 6

Accounting for Contractors

National Association of Home Builders—Chicago

The Attest Function

Video Tape Program, Michigan State, E. Lansing,
Michigan

AICPA Activities

California Society of CPAs—Los Angeles Chapter's
Annual Tax Conference

Dec. 10
Dec. 13
Dec. 14
W E T T E R H A L L , R O Y C.

for

American Institute of Banking Forum, Providence,
R. I.

Auditing and EDP

Oct. 21

TRUEBLOOD, ROBERT

AUDIENCE

March 15,
'66

Oct. 7

POWER, WILLIAM

SUBJECT

San Francisco Chapter of California Society of CPAs

Nov. 12

The Compleat Professional Man
Alleviation of Income and Expenses
between Related Taxpayers

Sept. 11

Budgeting Procedures in a Small
Church

A workshop for pastors, lay leaders, finance chairmen and treasurers of Methodist churches in
Hawaii

' Sept. 15

Impact of Allocation of Consolidated
Return Income Tax on Earnings
and Profit

The Houston Tax Forum

29th Annual Tax Clinic—Wisconsin Society of CPAs

Honolulu
S H E R I F F , ROBERT J.

Houston
LATTER, T H O M A S

C.

LIPSCOMB, O W E N

Oct. 4

Real Estate Problems

Houston Chapter of the Texas Society of CPAs—
seminar on real estate problems

P I C K E N S , LELAND C.

Sept. 7

Discussion Leader — Cash Flow and
the Funds Statement

Texas Society of CPAs—Seminar—Professional Development

DECEMBER,
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SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Nov. 15

Taxation and Regulations—on panel

Missouri Savings & Loan League Annual MeetingOsage Beach, Missouri

Nov. 22

Current Developments in the Field
of Taxation

Kansas City Chapter of Missouri Society of CPAs

Nov. 23

Year-End Tax Planning

Officers and customers of Farmers State
Princeton, Missouri

Feb. 17,
'66

Current Developments in Taxation
for Savings and Loan Associations

Kansas City Chapter of Society of Savings and Loan
Controllers

Nov. 23

Effect of the New Social Security

Officers and customers of Farmers
Princeton, Missouri

Nov. 22

Unreasonable Accumulated Surplus

Nov. 22

Co-leader—Internal Control

Kansas City Chapter of the NAA—Fall Technical
Program

Oct. 12-19

Planning for Profits

Seminar for Missouri Home Builders sponsored by
the University of Missouri, Kansas City

Oct. 26

Profitability Accounting

Kansas City Chapter—American Society of Women
Accountants

BALIAN, J O H N J.

Sept. 28

Planning Today for Tax
Tomorrow

Savings

Sertoma Club—Los Angeles

B E R S C H , N E I L R.

Aug. 3

Planning Today for Tax
Tomorrow

Savings

Long Beach Optimist Club

Aug. 11

Tax Savings Through Better Management

National Association of Home Builders Western
Regional Convention

D R E N T E N , T H O M A S E.

Nov. 7-9

Return on Investment

American Management Association

GROSMAN, NORMAN E.

Nov. 7

Current Developments in Reporting

Pasadena Chapter of CPA's

HAKOLA, V E R N E.

Sept. 14

Small Business Data Processing

University of California—Small Business Management Seminar

H A L L , A R T H U R B.

Nov. 7

Return on Investment

American Management Association

PATOTZKA, O W E N B.

Sept. 9

Tax Assets of Multiple Corporations

Whittier discussion group—Los Angeles Chapter—
California Society of CPAs

Oct. 18

Current Tax Aspects of Multiple
Corporations

Downtown Los Angeles CPA Discussion Group

Sept. 23

Current Tax Developments in the
Broadcasting Industry

Annual national conference—Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management—Los Angeles

Oct. 20

Problems of Small Business Organizations

National Convention—American Council of Independent Laboratories—Las Vegas

Nov. 11

Choosing a Career

University of Southern California—Beta Alpha Psi

Dec. 13

Developing Management

Ace Drill Bushing Company Management
ference

Oct. 21

Profitability Accounting

Racine Manufacturers' Accounting Association

Oct. 22

Improving Profits Through Cost Reduction—Discussion Leader

Wisconsin Society of CPAs

D E T R O Y E , WILLIAM R.
MAINMAN, GERALD E.

Oct. 11

Profitability Accounting

University of Wisconsin—Seminar

HEBERER, GEORGE J.

Oct. 8

Profitability Accounting for Truckers

Wisconsin Truckers' Association—Wisconsin Rapids

LIEBERMAN, JAY M.

Sept. 13

Important Federal Income Tax Developments Affecting Corporations
and Individuals

Milwaukee Chapter—Wisconsin Society of CPAs

ROBERTSON, L O W E L L L.
TRAWICKI, DONALD J.

Sept. 13

Finance and Accounting for NonFinancial Executives

University of Wisconsin—Seminar

SPEAKER
Kansas

DATE
City

H O F F M A N , LOREN G.

H U T C H I N S O N , LARRY

Laws
JACKSON, JERRY B.
P E T S C H E , ROBERT J.
T R A N Z O W , FRANK

Los

H.

State

Bank,

Bank,

Kansas City Chapter of Missouri Society of CPAs

Angeles

STRATFORD, RICHARD C.

Con-

Milwaukee
BROCKSCHLAGER,

JOHN F., JR.
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THE

QUARTERLY

SPEAKER

DATE

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Oct. 20

Capital Expenditure Planning

Madison Chapter—National Association of Accountants

Feb. 10,
'66

Capital Expenditure Planning

Joint Meeting of Financial Executives' Institute and
Budget Executives' Institute—Denver

March 10,
'66

Capital Expenditure Planning

Budget Executives' Institute—Houston Chapter

Sept. 27

Profitability Accounting

Pillsbury Accountants' Training Group

Oct. 12

Profitability Accounting

University of Wisconsin—Management Institute

GRANDE, JERALD D.

Sept. 20

Fiduciary Income Tax Returns

University of Minnesota—Tax Institute for Public
Accountants

P I T T , JAMES F.

Sept. 16

Changes in Excise Tax Law

National Wheel & Rim Association National Convention

Sept. 8

Accounting and Statistical Data for
the Small Businessman

Forest Lake Chamber of Commerce

Sept. 21

Management Science Aids to Government Planning

Group of City and Regional Planning Officials,
Pittsburgh

Sept. 21

The Management Scientist's Role in

Pittsburgh Chapter of T I M S

inneapolis
BUCHAN, J O S E P H

F.

STOCKE, K E N N E T H

H.

New York
ACKERMAN, SANFORD S.

Social Action Programs

BEVIS, DONALD J.

Oct. 13

History of Data Processing

Oct. 26

Management Implications of ADP

Sept. 22

Foreign Accounting, Auditing and
Reporting Peculiarities
Intercorporate Investments

Oct. 18

BROWN, VICTOR

DECEMBER,

H.

1965

U.S. Civil Service Commission, Philadelphia
U.S. Civil Service Commission, New York
AICPA—Annual Meeting—Dallas
National Association of Accountants—New York
Chapter

Oct. 25

Departures from Accounting Principles—Board Opinions

New York State Society of CPAs—New York

Nov. 11

Inventory of Accounting Principles

The Accounting Institute, sponsored by The University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia

Sept. 2

Make or Buy Decisions
Capital Budgeting

American Management Association — Profitability
Accounting Seminar — New York

Oct. 8

Return on Investment

Irving Trust Company Financial Seminar for Industrial Executives

Oct. 12

Discounted Flow Cash

Waterbury, Connecticut Chapter—National Association of Accountants

Oct. 15

Return on Investment

Atlantic City Finance Conference—sponsored
Irving Trust Company

Oct. 20

Return on Investment as a Comprehensive Management Tool

American Management Association Seminar—Return on Investment—New York

Oct. 30

Introduction to Profitability Accounting and Control
Structuring Accounts

American Management Association—Profitability
Accounting Seminar—New York

Nov. 11

Return on Investment as a Comprehensive Management Tool

Illinois Society of CPAs—Committee of Members
in Commerce and Industry

Nov. 15

Return on Investment

Irving Trust Company Financial Seminar for Banking Executives

Nov. 16-18

Marketing Costs and Financial Tools
for Modern Marketing
An Integrated Marketing/Financial
Information System

University of Wisconsin Management
Marketing Cost Analysis Workshop

Nov. 29

Planning for Profits

Spring Manufacturers Institute, Inc., Annual Convention, New York

Dec. 13-15

Accounting—The Language of Business and Finance
Concepts of Managerial Accounting

American Management Association—Fundamentals
of Finance for Non-Financial Executives, New
York

by

Institute—
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SPEAKER

DATE

AUDIENCE

SUBJECT

Jan.3-6,
'66

Introduction to Profitability
counting
Capital Budgeting

Feb. 7-11
'66

Effective Distribution Cost Analysis

American Management Association

Aug. 31Sept. 1

Profit Planning
Effective Management Reporting

American Management Association Seminar—Profitability Accounting & Control, New York

Nov. 17

Pricing—The Toll of Costs in Pricing Strategies

University of Wisconsin Management
Marketing Cost Analysis Workshop

CIANCA, BERNARD J.
RADIN, A R T H U R J.
W E I N S T E I N , EDWARD A.

Nov. 15

Auditing Retail Inventories

New York State Society of CPAs Committee on
Retail Accounting Seminar

GIBBONS, ROBERT P.

Aug. 31

Variable Budgets

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting & Control Seminar—New York

Oct. 21

M T M as a Basis for a Successful
Office Incentive Program

Chairman—MTM
New York

J O H N S O N , WILLIAM G.

July 24

The Banking Revolution

National Association for Bank Audit, Control &
Operation—San Juan, Puerto Rico

M U L V I H I L L , D E N N I S E.

Sept. 11

Current Systems & Computer Developments of Major Significance to
the Executive

American Management Seminar—New York

M U N R O , ROBERT G.

Dec. 13

Accounting for Business Transactions

American Management Seminar—Accounting and
Finance for Non-Financial Executives—New York

O P I T Z , R O V B.

Sept. 29

Management of Change in Banks

TRB&S Seminar—New York

Oct. 18

Return on Investment as a Tool for
Marketing Management

American Management Seminar—Return on
vestment

PADWE, GERALD W.

Nov. 5

Selected Tax Problems of Related or
Controlled Groups

Mid-America Tax Conference—St. Louis, Missouri

PAUL, HERBERT M.

June'65

New York State Taxation

New York State Society of CPAs

Sept. 24

Depreciation of Bank Building and
Equipment—Investment Credit

Bank Tax Institute—New York

Aug. 31Sept. 1

The Integrated Use of Variable
Budgets for Product Costing and
Cost Control
Profit Center and Product Line
Accounting
Pricing for Profit

American Management Association Profitability Accounting & Control Seminar—New York

Oct. 18

Return on Investment as a Management Tool

American Management Association Seminar—Return on Investment—New York

Nov. 2

Is Direct Costing Consistent with the
Matching Concept of Profit Management

Farleigh Dickinson
Jersey

Nov. 15

Return on Investment Concept as a
Management Tool

Philadelphia Chapter of Budget Executives Institute

Nov. 16

Measuring Profitability by Product
and Market Segments

University of Wisconsin Marketing Cost Analysis
Seminar

Jan. 3-7,
'66

Profitability Accounting and Control

American Management Association—New York

The Banking Revolution

National Association for Bank Audit, Control &
Operation—San Juan, Puerto Rico

The Budgetary Control of Costs

American Management Association Seminar—Profitability Accounting and Control—New York

Management of Change in Savings
Institutions

Society of Savings & Loan Controllers, The Central
and Western New York Group—Rochester, New
York

T h e Management of Banks in a
Changing Economy

12th Annual Conference of Correspondence, The
Central Trust Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Evaluating Capital Investment

American Management Seminar — Division
Plant Controllers — New York

Problems of Closely Held Businesses

15th Annual Tax Institute, University of Denver,
College of Law, Denver, Colorado

BURCHFIELD, DAVID V .

SPORER, M A X F.

STEVENS, ROBERT G.

July 24
Aug. 30
Sept. 16
Nov. 11

T O W , LEONARD

Sept. 2

WEINER, HERBERT

Oct. 28
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DATE

SPEAKER

AUDIENCE

SUBJECT

Nov. 10

Installment Sales: Imputed Interest; Assumption of Mortgage;
Repossession; Constructive Receipt of Income

24th Annual Institute of Federal Taxation, New
York University, New York

Nov.

20

Report Writing and Financial Statement Presentation

New York State Society
Nassau Suffolk Chapter

Nov. 30

Role of Accountants in Bankruptcy
Proceedings

New York State Society of CPAs—Seminar

Jan. 6, '66

The Accountant's Role in Bankruptcy— Disclosure and Forecasting

Albany Chapter, New York State Society of CPAsAnnual Bankers Dinner

BREIDEN, MILLARD L.

Nov. 22

Profitability Accounting

University of Pennsylvania—Beta Alpha Psi

SCULLY, LAWRENCE J.

Sept. 17

Discussion leader — Pension
Profit Sharing Plans

M A R K H U S , ROGER C.

Sept. 28-30 Chairman—Program Committee

University of Pennsylvania's 5th Annual Tax Conference

Sept. 15

Professional Attitude

Arizona Society of CPAs—Seminar

SIMPSON, WILLIAM J.

Oct. 18-20

Executive Compensation

Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs—Second Annual
Tax Conference—Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

B O W E N , K E N T D.
HENDERSON, ALAN D.

Sept.

Discussion leaders

American Institute CPAs Staff Training Program—
Pittsburgh

W E R B A N E T H , L O U I S A.

Sept. 8-10

Acquisitions and Mergers

Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs, Accounting Study
Conference

Oct. 18-20

Chairman—Taxes

2nd Annual Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs Tax
Conference—Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

W E I N S T E I N , EDWARD A.

of

CPAs—Seminar-

Philadelphia
and

American Institute of CPAs' Professional Development Course—Allentown, Pennsylvania

Phoenix
WOOD, R. DIXON

Pittsburgh

Rochester
SALLERSON, EDWARD

St.

Rochester Chapter—New York State Society of
CPAs

Sept. 15

Louis

BAUER, K E N N E T H J.

Sept. 22

Participants—Small Business Workshop

Small Business Administration and St. Louis Chapter of the Missouri Society of CPAs (co-sponsors)

CANARY, PATRICK H.

Oct. 15

Systems

Missouri Society of CPAs—Management
Conference and Workshop

F L E I S H E R , DAVID L.

Sept. 1-2

Sensible Approach to Mechanization

1965

NRMA President's Conference

The Significance of Inventories

Small Business
Louis

Sept. 23

Decision Rule Systems for Merchandise Control

Annual Conference—Retail
NRMA—San Francisco

Sept. 28

Report of a Recent Study of the
Benefits Resulting from the Application of Advanced Inventory
Management Techniques in Retailing

Electronics Committee—Retail Research Institute—
NRMA—San Francisco

Oct. 14-15

Program Chairman — Management
Services

Missouri Society of CPAs—Management Services
Conference

Oct. 28

Report on Survey of Results of Applying Advanced Inventory Management Techniques in Retailing

Retail Research Institute Electronics Committee in
New York City

Nov. 9

Effective Communications through
EDP in Multi Unit Department
Stores

President's Meeting—Allied Stores—Phoenix

Sept. 22

DECEMBER,

Retail Systems

Services

Administration

Conference — St.

Research

Institute—
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SPEAKER

AUDIENCE

SUBJECT

DATE

KEYDEL, J O H N F.

Sept. 1-2

Retail Organizations

NRMA President's Conference

R I E S , ANDREW C.

Oct. 11

The Future of the CPA Profession

Washington University Accounting Club—St. Louis

Oct. 19

Tax Planning

California Moving & Storage Association

Oct. 26

Record

San Diego
M O O N E Y , ROBERT J.

Keeping

and Taxes and

Small Business Administration Workshop

Licenses
PEARSON, L O I S J.

San

University of Christian Church

Oct. 27

Tax Aspects of Wills

Oct. 12

Hairpins in the Briefcase

San Diego Charter Chapter, American Business
Women's Association

Sept. 13

Profit Planning for Small Business

Conference for Owners of Small Business- -Asilimar,
California

Francisco

BODMAN, RICHARD S.

Oct. 14-15 General Survey of a Small Manufacturing Company

California Society of C.P.A.—Management Services
Systems Conference

Oct. 22

Profit Planning for Publishers

California Publishers Association

Nov. 17

Fully Integrated Services, is this our
Future?

California Society of CPAs—San Francisco Chapter

BOWEN, D A L E S.

Oct. 30

Uniform System and
Accounting

Frozen Potato Product Institute—Hilton Hotel, New
York City

BRESOLIN, RONALD R.

Aug. 5

Depreciation of Real Estate

Real Estate Brokers—San Francisco

E S T E S , ROBERT C.

Oct. 19

Taxability of Employee Accident
and Health Insurance Plans

Seminar Sponsored by the Massachusetts Casualty
Insurance Company for the Benefit of its Insurance Brokers in Northern California

GERVER, E L I

Sept. 13

Tax Planning for Small Business

University of California—Small Business Seminar

Oct. 23

Tax Planning for Newspapers

California Publishers Association

W A N T H A L , ALVIN E.

Aug. 19

Management Accounting — Profitability Accounting Concepts for
Cooperatives

13th Annual Meeting of the National Society of
Accountants for Cooperatives—San Francisco

WARNICK, PAUL E.

Aug. 19

Moderator — Management Accounting — Profitability Accounting
Concepts for Cooperatives

13th Annual Meeting of the National Society of
Accountants for Cooperatives—San Francisco

Profitability

Articles
AUTHOR

Advanced Business

EDITION

TITLE

PUBLICATION

Systems

BLUMENTHAL, SHERMAN C.

Aug. '65

Management in Real-Time

Data Processing Magazine

D'AMORE, LOUIS

Aug.

Will Total Incentives Picture Mean
Industry Rags or Riches?

Armed Forces Management

SPRAGUE, RICHARD E.

Oct.

Information Utilities

Financial Executive

1965

Techniques of Installment Sales and
Revolving Credit: Methods: Bulk
Sales of Receivables and Notes

New York University
23rd Annual Institute on Federal Taxation

Oct.

Income Averaging Could Be For You

Physician's Magazine

1965

Statistical Theory as an Aid in Testing Perpetual Inventory Records

Readings in Auditing—Louisiana State University

1965

Impact of Electronic Data Processing on Auditing

Readings in Auditing—Louisiana State University

Boston
W E I S E , DONALD

Chicago
M C M I L L A N , WILLIAM G.

Cleveland
BONI, GREGORY M.
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AUTHOR

EDITION

PUBLICATION

TITLE

Denver
G R I F F E N , CARLTON

New

Changes in Accounting Methods:
Recent Tax Developments

The Tax Executive

1965

Return on Investment
Management Tool

Controllers' Congress NRMA Book

1965

Cost of Retail Credit

Published by 28th Annual Boston Conference on
Distribution

1965

Customer Credit Costs in Department Stores

Published by NRMA

Fall

Accounting, Information, and Organization

Management Services

1965

The Application of On Line-Real
Time Systems in Government

Management Information Technology

Nov.

G u i d e l i n e s and t h e I n v e s t m e n t
Credit

Florida CPA

Dec.

Tax Aspects of Support Trusts

New York CPA

July

Financial Control for Data Processing Journal of Data Management

July

Changes in Accounting Methods:
Recent Tax Developments

T h e Tax Executive

Sept.

The Uses of Money in Motivating
Professional Personnel

California CPA Quarterly

York

BROWN, VICTOR H.

M U L V I H I L L , D E N N I S E.

PADWE, GERALD
PAUL, HEBERT

M.

STEVENS, ROBERT

San

July

M.

as Active

Francisco

G R I F F E N , CARLTON

Executive

Office

CRAMER, DONALD H.

Oct. 6

Overseas Operations & U.S. Curbs

American Banker

Oct. 12

Overseas Acquisitions, Mergers &
Joint Ventures

Motor & Equipment Manufacturers Association

Nov. 1

New Regulations Effect
Foreign Companies

Business Abroad

Nov. 23

Foreign Acquisitions

Commercial and Financial Chronical

MULVEY, BERNARD M.

Oct.

Tax Letter

New York University Tax Society

PORTER, W. T H O M A S

Sept.

Book review of Accounting and Analytical Methods by Richard Mattessich

Journal of Accountancy

Oct.

Control Framework for Electronic
Systems

Journal of Accountancy

DIAMOND, WALTER H .

Acquiring

Nov.-Dec. Organization for Effective Information Flow

Management Services

Dec.

Public Accounting—A Multi-Dimensional Career

Pennsylvania CPA Spokesman

1965

Auditing, Management Games and
Accounting Education

Book — published by Richard D. Irwin, Inc.

Books
TRUEBLOOD, ROBERT M.

(co-authored with
Churchill and Miller)

DECEMBER, 1 9 6 5
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With Alumni . . .
Los A n g e l e s — Werner Hintzen, audit supervisor, has
accepted the position of head of internal audit at Cypress
Mining Company, which is headquartered in Los Angeles.
San Francisco — Charles F. Dresel has accepted a position with the Bank of California. His initial assignment
will be in bank auditing.
William King has accepted the position of accounting
manager at Macy's, San Francisco.
Robert Riss is controller of Mervyn's, a department
store chain in California.
Joseph McNabb, an alumnus of the Detroit and San
Francisco offices, is now associated with the Bank of the
Commonwealth, Detroit, Michigan, as vice president and
controller.
San J o s e — Jerry Neimeyer left our firm to become vice
president and controller of California Financial Corporation.

Applause.

..

Atlanta — George B. Vest has been appointed to the
Georgia Society of CPAs' Taxation Committee and Management Services Committee.
The Budget Executives Institute has appointed Duff
MacBeth to the International Conference Committee for
its 1966 International Conference in Detroit, Michigan,
next May.
Boston — Donald D. Gates of the audit staff is teaching
the CPA review course at the Evening Division of Boston
College's School of Business Administration.
Chicago — Philip E. Leone has accepted a teaching assignment with the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
as an instructor for the Basic Auditing class for juniors
and seniors. His tenure will be for the fall quarter.
I. Ted David was appointed to the Data Processing
Management Association's Seminar Committee for the
1966 International Conference which will be held in Chicago.
Detroit — The Michigan Association of CPAs appointed
Robert D. Wishart to the Program Committee of the
Metropolitan Chapter.
Executive Office — Robert M. Trueblood has been appointed a member of the Business Advisory Committee
to the President of Carnegie Institute of Technology, and
to the Dean of the Graduate School of Industrial Administration. T h e formal purposes of the Committee are to
provide to the President of C I T and the Dean of GSIA
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advice and counsel on general policy issues facing die
school, to serve as a medium through which the GSIA
can convey and try out its educational ideas on experienced business leaders, and to provide advice and counsel
on financial matters.
Houston — Owen Lipscomb was appointed to the Committee on Oriental T o u r — 1966 ad hoc of the Texas
Society of CPAs.
Kansas C i t y — T h e Missouri Society of CPAs announced
the following appointments: Long Range Planning Committee, John D. Crouch, chairman; Accounting and
Auditing Procedures Committee, Richard V. Julian, vice
chairman; State and Local Taxation Committee, Loren
G. Hoffman, chairman; and Federal Taxation Committee, Jerry B. Jackson. Appointments by the Kansas City
Chapter of the Missouri Society of CPAs are: Organization and By-Laws Committee, John D. Crouch; Accounting and Auditing Procedures Committee, Richard V.
Julian, chairman; and Taxation Committee, Loren G.
Hoffman, chairman.
Mary J. McCann was appointed to a three-year term
on the General Advisory Committee of the VocationalTechnical Education Center sponsored by the Kansas
City, Missouri, Board of Education. She has also been
appointed editor of The Woman CPA.
Jerry B. Jackson has been appointed an associate director of the Kansas City Chapter of NAA.
Los A n g e l e s — The following appointments to Committees have been announced by the Los Angeles Chapter of
the American Institute of CPAs: Accounting and Auditing Procedures, Robert B. Dodson; Accounting for Nonprofit Organizations, Leon Van Luchene; Admissions,
Duane Midgley; Aerospace and Electronics Industry,
Thomas Gogo; Chapter Meetings and Programs, Harold
Fuller; Hospitality and Member Attendance, Jay Bockserm a n ; Labor Unions and Welfare Funds, Robert Aronoff;
Management Services, Thomas E. Drenten; Relations of
Faculty and Students, Jacqueline Kanaga and Russell
Palfreyman; Savings and Loan, John S. Heil and James
Crosser, chairman; Taxation, John Balian and Neil R.
Bersch; Pasadena Group, John Balian.
M e m p h i s — T h e Memphis Chapter of the Tennessee
Society of CPAs announced the following appointments
to Committees for 1965-66: Ethics and Business Methods, John W. DeWitt and Kenneth J. Gordon, director;
Grievance, Paul F. Ridgway; Publicity and Public Relations, Ann W. Agee.
Howard Orlin edited the Municipal & Local Taxation
Column of the September, 1965, issue of the New York
State CPA.
THE
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Philadelphia — George O. Tonks was one of those
selected from national and local firms, universities and
industry as a participant in the two-day American Institute of CPAs Seminar which reviewed John L. Carey's
book, " T h e CPA Plans For The Future." Mr. Tonks presided at the Annual Accounting Forum at Villanova
University, a presentation by representatives of the Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs' Philadelphia Chapter to accounting students at nineteen local colleges.
P h o e n i x — Howard Neff is treasurer of the Arizona Retail Controllers' Association.
Pittsburgh — Terry N. Conway is teaching a course in
"Organizations and H u m a n Behavior" at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology as part of their Industrial Management Program.
Portland — John S. Crawford was recently appointed
by the Governor to the Oregon State Board of Accountancy for a term of four years.
St. Louis — Recent Committee appointments by the
St. Louis Chapter of the Missouri Society of CPAs are:
Cooperation with Other Organizations, James G. Carroll,
chairman; Program Committee for 1966-67, John F.
Keydel, chairman; Admissions Committee, John C.
Lanig; News Editor Committee, Howard P. Maloney;
Meetings Committee, Thomas J. Niemann; and 1966 Tax
Conference Committee, and Legislative Committee, Andrew C. Ries, chairman.
William T. Brinkman is a charter member and secretary

of the newly founded St. Louis Chapter of the Institute of
Management Sciences.
San Diego — James B. K u h n has been elected vice
president of the California Society of CPAs for 1965-66.
H e is chairman of the San Diego Chapter of the Professional Ethics Committee and a member of the Administrative Committee of the California State Board of Accountancy.
Walter Turner, Jr. is a member of the Board of Directors of the San Diego Chapter of the California Society of
CPAs and of the California State Society Committee on
Admissions.
Ed C. Creek is chairman of the Fellowship Committee
of the San Diego Chapter of the California Society of
CPAs.
San Francisco — For 1965-66 the California State Society of CPAs appointed Ralph E. Walters to the Personnel
Committee and Milton M. Gilmore to the Annual Meeting—Program Committee.
T h e San Francisco Chapter of CPAs announced the
following 1965-66 Committee appointments: Legislation,
Eli Gerver; Attendance and Hospitality, Robert L. Bean;
Management Services, Richard S. Bodman.
San J o s e — T h e appointments to Committees for 196566 by the San Jose Chapter of CPAs are: Hospitality and
Attendance, Jerry M. Sullivan; Management Services,
Richard G. Shuma; Public Relations and Long-Range
Planning, Gerald Niemeyer.

Deaths
Vera Tozer

Grand R a p i

9/25/65

Doris Weggeland

Los Angeles

9/28/65

Lillian Meyer

St. Louis

10/11/65

DECEMBER,
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American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants
President
R O B E R T M. T R U E B L O O D
Chicago, Illinois

Members of Council
G E O R G E D. BAILEY—Ex-officio
Rancho Santa Fe, California
T H O M A S J. E N N I S
San Jose, California

K A R N E Y BRASFIELD
Washington, D.C.
K E N N E T H S. R E A M E S
Detroit, Michigan

Committee Appointments
Durwood L. Alkire
Seattle, Washington
Special Committee on Retirement
Legislation for the Self-Employed
Chairman
George D. Bailey
Rancho Santa Fe, California
Benevolent Fund—Vice
President
Donald J. Bevis
New York, New York
Accounting Principles Board
Karney Brasfield
Washington, D.C.
Relations with the Federal
and Consultant Chairman
Millard L. Breiden
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
State Legislation

Government

Donald H. Cramer
New York, New York
Relations with Universities
John D. Crouch
Kansas City, Missouri
Editorial Advisory Board
H. Justin Davidson
Chicago, Illinois
Planning
Committee
Robert B. Dodson
Los Angeles, California
Relations with Federal Home
Loan Bank Board
W. Keith Engel
Washington, D.C.
Federal Taxation—Tax
Administration and Procedure
Gerald E. Gorans
Seattle, Washington
National Defense
Paul E. Hammon
Detroit, Michigan
International
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Relations

J O H N D. C R O U C H
Kansas City, Missouri
E. P A L M E R T A N G
Minneapolis, Minnesota

John D. Hegarty
Detroit, Michigan
Federal
Taxation—Determination
of Taxable Income
Donald W. Jennings
Detroit, Michigan
Management
Services
Consulting Editors for Management
Services
Howard L. Kellogg
New York, New York
Relations with SEC and Stock Exchanges
A. M. Mlot
Detroit, Michigan
Bank Accounting and Auditing
Anton Petron
Chicago, Illinois
Statistical Sampling
James F. Pitt
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Professional Ethics
Kennth S. Reames
Detroit, Michigan
Accountants' Legal Liability (ad hoc)
L. E. Schadlich
San Francisco, California
Federal Taxation— Taxation of Special
Entities and Industries Chairman
Lawrence J. Scully
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Relations with Public Accountants
Trial Board
Nominations
E. Palmer T a n g
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Practice Review
Robert M .Trueblood
Chicago, Illinois
Executive
Chairman
AICPA
Foundation—President
Commission on the Study of the Common
Body of Knowledge for CPAs
Ralph E. Walters
San Francisco, California
Auditing Procedure
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